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Former Ukrainian political prisoners
hold international parley in Toronto
by Mykhailo Bociurkiw
TORONTO - The largest gathering
of former Ukrainian prisoners of war
since the end of World War H took
place here on November 22-24.
Some 200 men and women from
Europe and North America who sur–
vived the horror of German and Soviet
prisons and concentration camps came
to the Ukrainian Cultural Center near
the city's core to reminisce about a
painful past, rekindle friendships and
talk about plans for the future.
This international parley - which
included a few prepared speeches,
strategy sessions, a memorial service
and banquet — opened with a press
conference attended by a handful of
- -—reporters^ 9—^r 5
"Forty or more years ago, the Ukrai–
nian political prisoners, then free men
and women, stood up in defense of
Ukrainian people against invading
armies of Germany and the Soviet
Union" vasyl Bezchlibnyk, a spokesperson for the Committee of the Ukrai–
nian Political Prisoners, told reporters.
"The long struggle for the freedom of
the Ukrainian people" continues in the
Soviet Union today with Ukrainian
dissidents making up more than 50
percent of political prisoners in Soviet
jails and concentration camps," the
spokesperson said.
The conference, organized by the
Winnipeg-based Committee of Ukrai–
nian Political Prisoners, closed on Sunday with the election of Dr. Michael Ma–
runchak of Winnipeg, as president of
the newly constituted World League of
Ukrainian Political Prisoners.
(The first gathering of former Ukrai–
nian political prisoners was held in 1946
in Munich at the end of World War 11.

Peter Marunchak
The Toronto conference decided to
expand the Canadian Committee of
Ukrainian Political Prisoners to an
international organization called the
(World League of Ukrainian Political
Prisoners. The next gathering is slated
for 1988).
ironically perhaps, the Toronto
conference took place at a time of
heightened interest in locating Nazi war
criminals who allegedly reside in Ca–
nada. The government of Prime Mi–
nister Brian Mulroney has set up a
commission to recommend what fur–
ther action might be taken in Canada to
bring such war criminals to justice.
Less than a week before the confe–
rence began, Justice Jules Deschenes.
the head of the one-man commission,
announced that the inquiry would go to
the Soviet Union, Poland and three
other countries to hear witnesses and
(Continued on page 3)

Critics contend U.S. government officials
may have questioned bogus Medvid
by Marianne Liss
CH1CAGO - Was the Myroslav
Medvid who was interviewed by State
Department officials on October 28 and
29 an imposter planted by the Soviets?
According to Joseph Wyman, the
jeweler at Belle Chase, La., who first
saw Mr. Medvid after the 25-year-old
Ukrainian sailor had jumped ship on
October 24, Soviet authorities may have
sent another sailor in place of Mr.
Medvid for the second interrogation by
U.S. officials. Mr. Wyman, who spoke
at a press conference held December 4
here at Julian Kulas's law office, stated
that he was shown a photograph taken
by the historian of the naval base where

Mr. Medvid was taken.
in that photo, taken by Lt. James
Geltz, the man alleged to be Mr. Medvid
is leaving the naval base after signing a
statement that he wanted to return to
his ship, the Marshal Koniev. Mr.
Wyman contends that the man in the
photo is not the Ukrainian sailor who
came to him for help.
A trained policeman, Mr. Wyman
had been a road deputy for three years
in a New Orleans suburban county. He
said that Mr. Medvid was 5-foot-10inches to 5-foot-l 1-inches tall, 175
pounds in weight, and fair-skinned with
lighter, thinner hair than the man in the
lieutenant's photograph, who had coal–
(Continued on pace 12)
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35-country Cultural Forum
ends without final agreement
Topics discussed at the conference
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Buda–
pest Cultural Forum, held as part of the included performing arts (dance, folkHelsinki review process, ended in lore, music and theater), plastic and
Budapest on November 25 amid a applied arts (architecture, design, pre–
barrage of angry rhetoric and without servation of historical and cultural
the 35 states agreeing on a concluding
(Continued on page 12)
document.
"1 regret that the spirit of Geneva did
not touch the Soviet negotiators in
Authorities cancel
Budapest," said Sen. Alfonse D'Amato.
chairman of the Commission on Secu–
unofficial
symposium
rity and Cooperation in Europe, after
the conclusion of the six weeks of talks.
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - When the
"Their delegation in Budapest arrogant–
Budapest Cultural Forum opened on
ly refused to negotiate a concluding
October 14, the Hungarian govern–
document striking a fair balance
ment had impressively granted visas
between their preferred themes of peace
to a handful of Western writers who
and state-to-state cultural cooperation."
would stage an unofficial simul–
Sen. D'Amato's remarks were cha–
taneous symposium with dissidents
ractertstic of the accusations traded by
and human-rights activists from
The U.S. and Soviet delegations; both
Eastern Europe. At the last minute,
delegations accused each other of
however, the government called off
souring the cooperative spirit of the
the conference and said the room
Geneva Summit conference, The Wash–
booked for it at Duma interconti–
ington Post reported.
nental Hotel was not available and
Spokesmen for both Western and
the conference could not take place.
Soviet-bloc countries admitted in the
Undeterred, the writers met in the
final days of the conference that ideo–
private apartment of a resident
logical differences prevented both sides
Hungarian poet.
from signing a concluding document.
Hungarian officials claimed they
"its natural that differences between
had not received permission for the
ideological systems are also apparent in
forum to be held. Gerlad Nagler,
the cultural field," Zoltan Szabo, a
executive director of the vienna–
Hungarian government press officer,
based Helsinki Federation, argued to
was quoted as saying.
no avail that the right of independent
The East-West conference on culture,
groups to stage meetings at the
which opened October 15, was the first
Helsinki meetings was confirmed in
Helsinki meeting in a Soviet-bloc
the past at the Madrid and Ottawa
country. The latter five weeks of the
conferences.
conference met behind closed doors.
Writer Susan Sontag, who repre–
Delegations from the 35 countries
scnted the United States at the meet–
included both cultural figures and
ing, said, "This is not because 1 am
government representatives. The confe–
more free here, but rather because 1
rence was mandated to discuss "interwant to support the principle that
related problems concerning elation,
meetings that are not governmentdissemination and cooperation, includ–
sponsored can and do take place.
ing the promotion and expansion of
This is part of the meaning of the
contacts and exchanges in the different
Helsinki process."
fields of culture."

Humphrey resolution has 42 co-sponsors
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Forty-one
senators have joined Sen. Gordon J.
Humphrey (R-N. H.) as co-sponsors of a
resolution that would create a sevenmember Senate panel to thoroughly
investigate all U.S. asylum procedures
in the wake of the Myroslav Medvid
case.
According to the senator's office, the
resolution will be introduced once it has
51 co-sponsors, or a majority of the
Senate. This was expected to occur on
Friday, December 6.
in the meantime, various Ukrainian
lobbyists have stressed the importance
of Ukrainian American constituents
contacting their senators to urge them

to sign on as co-sponsors of the mea–
sure.
The Senate panel would have the
power to subpoena witnesses and evi–
dence. The Special Panel on Asylum is to
focus on recent asylum cases, including
that of the Ukrainian sailor who was
returned to Soviet custody after he
twice jumped ship in the Mississippi
River near Belle Chase, La.
Constituents may contact their sena–
tors by phoning the congressional
switchboard in Washington, (202) 2243121, or by calling their senators' local
district offices, which are usually located
in the major cities of their state.
(Continued on page 12)
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Refuse to serve in Afghanistan,
В0ППЄГ arrives for medical treatment
ROME - Yelena Bonner, wife of v. Yankelevich, Ms. Bonner spent most
urges underground youth organization dissident
Andrei Sakharov, was told by of herfirstday in Rome with friends and
individual readiness to wage spiritual
and human resistance against the arbi–
trariness, terror, and the cultural and
physical genocide perpetrated by the
occupying power.
We have the right to have our own
.independent Lithuanian youth organi–
zation — we don4 need any favors from
the occupying power. The Lithuanian
Youth Association is part of the World
Lithuanian Youth Association, in va–
rious congresses our interests are repre–
sented by our elected deputy. We all
together, the Lithuanian youth in the
entire world, are a great power and we
shall spare no effort to see our fatherland free, to have a genuine peace on
earth, and to ensure that nobody's
freedom is imperiled. We remember the
words of a famous champion of human
rights — our limited chances for victory
f t
should not diminish our efforts because
Dear Lithuanian Youth! On the it is these efforts that may improve our
chances.
occasion of the international Youth
it has been five years now that our
Year, the board of the Lithuanian
Youth Association addresses itself to peers are senselessly perishing in Af–
each young Lithuanian man and woman, ghanistan, as they fullfill the so-called
"international duty" as members of the
to all the members of our association.
The preservation of the spiritual "limited contingent of the Soviet armed
values of our nation, of the spiritual and forces" — in reality, becoming mur–
physical health of our youth depend not derers and punishers, killing innocent
as much on our organizational or people of a sovereign state, burning
(Continued on page 15)
political unity as on our personal,

WASH1NGTON - The Lithuanian
Youth Association appealed to Lithua–
nian youth to "boldly refuse to take the
(Soviet) military oath" and thus refuse
to serve in the Soviet Army in Afghanistan.
The underground organization's
appeal was published in the second issue
(1985) of the clandestine periodical
Juventus Academica.
The appeal noted that Lithuanian
youths and their peers have been "sense–
lessly perishing in Afghanistan as they
fulfill the so-called international duty'
.as members of the 'limited contingent of
the Soviet armed forces."
The text of the document, released by
the Washington-based ELTA lnforma–
tion Bulletin, follows.

ltalian ophthalmologist Dr. Renato
Frezzotti that although her glaucoma
and eyesight had stabilized, he recom–
mends an eventual operation for a
cataract on her left eye.
Ms. Bonner, who received permission
from the Soviet government to travel to
the West to seek medical treatment for
eye and heart ailments, will be leaving
for Boston in a few days to determine if
she needs an operation for her weak
heart. The last time Ms. Bonner re–
ceived medical treatment in the West
was in 1979.
Ms. Bonner, 62, who arrived in Rome
on December 2, appeared cheery and
hale as she was escorted by police and
security workers to Dr. Frezzotti's
office amid photographers and repor–
ters, according to The New York Times.
Dr. Frezzotti has treated Ms. Bonner
before.
After her examination, Ms. Bonner
spoke briefly with reporters in Russian
and ltalian, and thanked the citizens of
Siena and italy for their hospitality. Ms.
Bonner has pledged not to speak in any
detail to reporters abroad in order to be
able to return to Gorky, where she and
Dr. Sakharov now live in exile.
According to her son-in-law, Yefrem

watched a Home Box Office movie
about her and her husband, in which
Jason Robards plays the part of Dr.
Sakharov and Glenda Jackson portrays
Ms. Bonner. Mr. Yankelevich said Ms.
Bonner liked the film.'
Ms. Bonner received permission to
get medical help in the West only after
her husband held several hunger strikes,
the latest which began on April 16 and
continued until October 23, with a twoweek interruption. At that time, the
Sakharovs found out the Soviet autho–
rities had granted Ms. Bonner permis–
sion to travel to the West for treatment.
Permission came before the Geneva
summit and many government officials
have viewed the action by General
Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev as a
political move to dispell allegations of
violations of human rights in the Soviet
Union.
Dr. Sakharov had threatened to
resign from the National Academy of
Sciences in November by May 10 if Ms.
Bonner was not granted permission to
travel to the West.
Dr. Sakharov was exiled to Gorky in
1980 for making statements which were
critical of the Soviet regime. Ms.
(Continued on page 13)

Poet placed in isolation cell

MUN1CH - The Russian Orthodox deprivation resulting from separation
poet lryna Ratushynska, who is serving from friends, a spell in the isolation cell
a
seven-year
labor-camp term followed undermines the health of prisoners even
and shortcomings.
Mr. Dambrauskas said that for a man byfiveyears' internal exile, has been put more than general labor camp condi–
in his physical state, imprisonment in an isolation cell for six months, tions through the lack of fresh air and
exercise, and the reduced food ration.
means a slow death and requested that, reported USSR Newsbrief.
Ms. Ratushynska, 31, who was sen–
if he were not pronounced innocent, he
should be sentenced to be shot, for a tenced in March 1983 for "anti-Soviet
slow death was more cruel than a agitation and propaganda" for her
sudden one. Hiswife's appeal for poems and writings, was recently moved
to Yavas, the "capital" of the Mordo–
clemency was rejected.
Mr. Dambrauskas is lame, has suf– vian camp complex.
Six months is the maximum term in
fered for more than 40 years from
tuberculosis and other respiratory an isolation cell that the camp authori–
diseases, and has recently been hospita– ties can impose without a retrial, it is
lized for various heart ailments. His usually given for "violation of camp
health is failing in imprisonment. regulations," an accusation interpreted
Letters from his family are either at the discretion of the camp authori–
confiscated or reach him two to four ties.
Keston News Service noted that
months late.
conditions in the isolation cells are
similar to those of prison: accomoda–
tion in cells instead of barracks, a
maximum of one hour's exercise per
day. manual work in cells instead of
day, manual work in cells separate from
other prisoners and a reduced diet of
KESTON, England - Ukrainian ' about 1,750 calories per day.
Catholic priest Mykhailo vynnytsky
in addition to the psychological
lryna Ratushynska
was arrested in June near Lviv, Ukraine,
and accused of "parasitism."
According to vasyl Kobryn's bio–
graphy of the Rev. vynnytsky in issue
No. 7 of Chronicle of the Catholic
Church in Ukraine, the 59-year-old
priest had been denied a residence
permit upon his return to Lviv from
An English-language Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National
exile in 1983. He found work as a
Association inc., a non-profit association, at 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J.
stoker, but was dismissed because he
07302.
did not have the residence permit. Now
Second-class postage paid at Jersey City, N.J., 07302.
he has been accused of avoiding work,
(1SSN - 0273-9348)
reported Keston News Service.
The Rev. vynnytsky was born on
Yearly
subscription
rate:
S8;
for UNA members - S5.
October 14, 1926, in the village of
Also published by the UNA: Svoboda, a Ukrainian-language daily newspaper.
Chaikovychi, Sambir district, Lviv
region^ He became a Redemptorist
The Weekly and Svoboda:
UNA:
monk. He was arrested in 1950 and
(201) 434-0237, -0807, - 3 0 3 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 2 0 1 ) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0
served five years. Ordained a priest in
1957 by Bishop Mykola Charnetsky, he
Postmaster, send address changes to:
was arrested and sentenced again in
The Ukrainian Weekly
1964 and he served three and a half
P.O. Box 346
Editor. Roma Hadzewycz
years. On January 17, 1975, he was ar–
Jersey City. N.J. 07303
rested a third time and served five years
in labor camps and three years' exile.
The Ukrainian Weekly, December 8,1985. No. 49, vol. Llll
His church, the Byzantine Rite Ukrai–
Copyright 1985 by The Ukrainian Weekly
nian Catholic Church, was outlawed in
1946.

Lithuanian scientist sentenced for memoirs
WASHINGTON--– The ELTA in–

.Mgt

formation Service reported that addi–
tional information about Liudas Dam–
brauskas, the recently imprisoned
Lithuanian scientist, has been received
in the West.
Mr. Dambrauskas, 63, was sentenced
on October 3, 1984, to three and a half
years in a strict-regimen camp and two
years of internal exile for alleged "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda." His
actual "crime" was the writing of a
memoir of his experiences in Stalin's
concentration camps, noted ELTA.
Excerpts from the recently received
account were published by Radio Free
Europe ("The Life and Trial of a
Lithuanian Dissident," September 12.
1985).
During the German occupation of
Lithuania, Mr. Dambrauskas, who
was studying chemistry at the Univer–
sity of Kaunas, joined the anti-Nazi
underground. With the return of the
Soviet occupation armies in 1944, he
became one of the founders of the
Council for the Liberation of Lithua–
nia, which coordinated the activities of
various underground groups. Arrested
on April 7, 1945, he was sentenced to
death, but the sentence was later com–
muted to 10 years' imprisonment.
Having completed his sentence, Mr.
Dambrauskas returned to Lithuania
and in 1962 received the degree of
candidate of technical sciences. He
excelled as a writer and inventor. But on
March 20, 1984, security agents found
Mr. Dambrauskas' memoirs, titled
"Moments in Life." The 750-page typewritten manuscript covers most of Mr.
Dambrauskas' life. Mr. Dambrauskas
was also charged with contributing to
the underground periodical Perspekty–
vos.
Mr. Dambrauskas was tried in vil–
nius, on October 1-3, 1984. The prose–
cutor insisted that his memoirs "slan–
dered" the Soviet system by the "Sol–
zhenitsyn-like" description of the gulag,
in his final address to the court, Mr.
Dambrauskas rejected the charges and
insisted on hisrightto portray events as
be saw them and to criticize injustices

Catholic priest
arrested near Lviv
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Translator lrene Padoch stresses Medvid sought political asylum
by Natalia A. Feduschak
First of two parts
NEW YORK - When lrene Padoch
received a phone call on the night of
October 24 concerning the attempted
defection of a Soviet seaman near New
Orleans, at first she didn't understand
what the caller wanted from her. She
had been waiting for the past several
days to hear from her daughter who
lives in Peru, and she thought that,
finally, this was the call.
Mrs. Padoch soon realized that she
was speaking with an agent of the
immigration and Naturalization Ser–
vice's Border Patrol who wanted her to
act as interpreter for Ukrainian sailor
Myroslav Medvid, but she could not
possibly have known the effect her
hourlong telephone conversation with
the Border Patrol would have on the
fate of the young man on the other line.
Mrs. Padoch was the first and only
American to speak with Mr. Medvid in
his native language, Ukrainian, when
the seaman tried to defect to the United
States by jumping ship in the Mississippi
on October 24.
Although statements have been made
by high-ranking Reagan administration
officials that Mr. Medvid wanted to
return to the Soviet Union, Mrs. Pa–
doch said there is no question in her

Former Ukrainian...
(Continued from page 1)
gather evidence.
The commission's trip to the Soviet
Union was the subject of much of the
discussions that took place that weekend.
Delegates to the conference were told
that the work of the inquiry is far from
over, and everyone was encouraged to
speak with their members of Parliament
about the participation of Ukrainians in
World War H.
Speakers at the conference told of the
threat the Deschenes Commission poses
to the reputations of innocent Canadian
citizens. They explained that Ukrai–
nians knowledgeable about what
happened some 40 years ago need to
come forward and fight accusations
that many Ukrainians are Nazi war
criminals.
"We need to do something about
this," said one of the speakers. "We are
all leaders, so take the responsibility on
your shoulders (to inform people) about
our truth."
Throughout the weekend, many
conference-goers had an opportunity to
address the gathering about their wartime memories or about ideas for future
projects. For the most part, it was an
informal setting, and anyone with
something to say could go to the front of
the room and talk to the entire group.
Because of time constraints not all
speakers were introduced by name.
Some of the participants noted that
Canada's Jewish community has inun–
dated the Deschenes Commission with
veritable mountains of briefs and letters.
The nine-month-old inquiry often cites
information and data supplied by
Jewish groups, an unidentified speaker
said, and Ukrainian groups need to
intensify their own lobbying campaigns.
Dr. Marunchak, speaking to the
conference-goers during a closing speech
on Sunday, stressed the need for an
ongoing effort to educate young people
about the plight of Ukrainians perse–
cuted bv the Nazis during World War
11.
"The story of Ukrainian political
prisoners should be studied in schools
and other places," said Dr. Marunchak.
"it's important that young people know

mind that Mr. Medvid was indeed
seeking political asylum in the United
States. He made this point clear, she
said, when he answered "yes" the two
times he was asked by the Border Patrol
if he wanted asylum in this country.
The Medvid case may have never
come to the fore on the international
arena had it not been for Mrs. Padoch's
determination to set the record straight.
Her recollections of the conversation
which took place the night of October
24 triggered anger and controversy that
have dogged the Reagan administration
for nearly a month. While members of
Congress applauded her for her honesty
and courage, the administration, in–
cluding the State Department and 1NS
Commissioner Alan C. Nelson, stated
that while they respected Mrs. Padoch's
version of events, they stood behind
their decision to return Mr. Medvid to
his ship, the Marshal Koniev.
in an interview with The Weekly,
Mrs. Padoch shared her recollections
and reactions to the series of events that
occurred on and after October 24.
The fateful call came at 11:45 p.m. on
October 24, Mrs. Padoch said. The
caller asked her if she was a translator in
the Ukrainian language, and she
answered, "yes."
(Continued on page 12)

about what happened."
The final day of the congress saw
delegaters approving a concerted effort
to establish a collection of archives
documenting the Nazi occupation of
Ukraine during World War H.
The conference featured two speeches:
on Saturday afternoon, an address on
the struggle for Ukrainian indepen–
dence was given by Dr. Roman Malas–
chuk; the following afternoon Roman
ilnytzky spoke on the relationship
between Ukraine and Germany during
World War 11.
in his brief speech, Mr. ilnytzky
defended the ties established between
German occupation forces and certain
groups of Ukrainians during the Second
World War.
"We Ukrainians did something which
any other nationality would do in the
same situation," said Mr. ilnytzky. Nazi
Germany was "the only feasible ally at
that time in the struggle for Ukrainian
nationalism," he added.
Both keynote speeches motivated
several participants to relate their

lrene Padoch

memories of the war. Perhaps most
shocking, was a scene described by one
man, who did not identify himself, of a
horrifying train ride, sealed in a cold,
dark and overcrowded car, with his
father to a Nazi concentration camp.
Their arrival at the camp brought about
a terrifying confrontation with officials,
the speaker said. A Czech-speaking
guard who was responsible for registra–
tion procedures, the man said, refused
to register incoming prisoners as Ukrai–
nians. After insisting upon being listed
as a Ukrainian, the man's father was
severely beaten by the guard. "They
beat up my father and kicked him all
over," the man told the conferencegoers. A second attempt at convincing
the guard to list the man as Ukrainian
brought about another beating. "The
third time they asked my father what
nationality he was, he kept quiet. The
entire incident ended when the Czechspeaking guard called my father a
Ukrainian dog." (f)
Other conference-goers, including a
handful of women, talked about life in

the concentration camps and how their
villages were emptied of people during
the war. Some, on the verge of breaking
down, talked about how they felt with
the horrors of war raging around them.
At a Sunday memorial service, U–
krainians who lost their lives during the
war were honored during a divine
liturgy and panachyda. The Rev. Semen
lzyk of Winnipeg delivered the homily.
Some 4C0 people attended a Saturday
evening banquet which featured greet–
ings and speeches by several local,
provincial and federal representatives,
including Member of Parliament Patrick Boyer (PC-Ont.) and Ontario
M.P.P. Yuri Shymko. MP Andrew
Witer (PC-Ont.) was also present.
Former Ukrainian political prisoner
Sviatoslav Karavansky gave the keynote banquet address. Mr. Karavansky
assailed the decision of Judge Des–
chenes to travel to the Soviet Union in
search of evidence. He told banquet
guests that Soviet officials will provide
only "misleading information" to the
inquiry's investigators.

Former Ukrainian political prisoners at international gathering in Toronto.
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Chicago press conference focuses
on 1932-33 Ukrainian famine
by Marianna Liss
C H I C A G O - At a post-su.mmit
news conference held November 26here.
Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.)and a
speakers' panel directly linked the
USSR's present human-rights policy
with the Great Ukrainian Famine of
1932-33.
The panel appeared at a news confe–
rence organized by the American Je–
wish Committee's Heritage News Ser–
vice'.
A member of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee and the Congres–
sional Commission on the Famine in
Ukraine, Rep. Gilman said he wants the
commission "to focus the attention of
the free world on the 1932-33 disaster,
so that it is not repeated and so that
these Ukrainians martyrs did not die in
vain."
Another panelist was Dr. James E.
Mace, history associate at the Ukrai–
nian Research institute at Harvard
University, who compared the Ukrai–
nian Famine with the Jewish experience.
Unlike the Holocaust, however, the
Great Famine remains a secret infamy,
because its very existence was denied by
the USSR and its sympathizers, said
Dr. Mace.
—He -added-that– denial is a common
feature of genocide and pointed out that
the hallmark of the Soviet system is the
denial of people's own memories.
Dr. Myron B. Kuropas, former spe–
cial assistant for ethnic affairs to
President Gerald R. Ford and supreme
vice-president of the Ukrainian Na–
tional Association, mentioned that
disinformation regarding the famine
was spread by famous newspaper cor–
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Scholarly society president
receives N.Y. Ethnic Award

respondents like Walter Duranty of The
New York Times. Dr. Kuropas stated
that Mr. Duranty's denial raises ques–
iions about the type of pressure brought
to bear on the media during the Great
Famine.
Dr. Mace emphasised that the famine
issue is of interest not only to Ukrai–
nians but to the world as well because
"genocide is still happening." Dr. Mace
also specifically mentioned that the
Ukrainian Catholic Church is an illegal
entity in the USSR.
David Roth, director of the Heritage
News Service and the moderator of the
news conference, noted thai the same
system that starved Ukrainians in the
1930s is destroying the agriculture of
Afghanistan and Ethiopia today.
Dr. Mace stated that the news con–
ference was an attempt to send a
message to ail those who think that
genocide can be committed without
retribution. "Though it may take 50
years, people will come forward who
will tell the truth," he said, adding that
the makers of this holocaust will be
made to answer for these crimes.
Rep. Gilman was asked if bringing up
human-rights abuses in the USSR
would not jeopardize the results of the
U.S.-USSR summit talks. He replied
that, at first, he used to concede to that
line of thinking, but he saw that patient
waiting or quiet diplomacy brought no
results.
Dissidents who recently emigrated to
the West specifically request that
human-rights issues be brought up
more and more, said Rep. Gilman. and
he stressed that openly talking about
human rights only helps the people who
are persecuted.

Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch displays the certificate he received from Mayor Edward Koch
at the Ethnic New Yorker Awards ceremony.
other ethnic groups in order to enrich
by Natalia A. Feduschak
the incomparable New York cultural
NEW YORK - Dr. Jaroslav Padoch, ethnic mosaic and to secure its further
president of the Shevchenko Scientific growth and harmony," he said.
Dr. Padoch arrived in the United
Society, was one of 15 people honored
at the second annual Mayor's Ethnic States as a displaced person in 1949.
New Yorker Awards presented here on Having studied law in Ukraine, he went
Tuesday, December 3. He received the back to school in America and ulti–
award for outstanding contributions to mate!y received his law degree from St.
John's University in New York. He then
the city's ethnic community.
"One-third of all New Yorkers are went on to specialize in Soviet law at
immigrants or the children of immi– Columbia University. Dr. Padoch is
grants, and i'm proud to be part of that also a member of the Ukrainian insti–
statistic," said New York Mayor Ed- tute of America and is former supreme
secretary of the Ukrainian National
ward 1. Koch at the awards ceremony.
Association.
"This is the second year that the
Mayor's Ethnic Advisory Council has
Others who received the award were:
presented these awards, which have
Bella Bery, project d i r e c t o r of
been a great success and reaffirm our
JASA SHARE, an organization that
city's commitment to the contributions assists with acculturation problems
made by immigrants from Latin Ame–
faced by elderly Soviet Jews who have
rica, Europe. Africa. Asia and the arrived in New York since 1972:
Middle East. Whi^preserving valuable
' Joseph Brodsky. poet and visiting
ethnic traditions an3 inspiring others in
professor of writing at Columbia Uni–
their communities, the 15 men and versity and a professor at Mount Hol–
women w'e honoi today have added
yoke College;
immeasurably to our city's economic
' Ricardo Capote, founder of the
and cultural richness. І am proud they
Hispanic Day Parade and the first
are New Yorkers." Mayor Koch said.
Hispanic to own and operate a Mc–
i)i Padoch. president ol the 112- Donald's franchise;
Rep. Ben Gilman addresses press conference. Flanking him are James E. Mace jie;ir-old soeietj lor a decade, was chosen
" Song Soo Ha, secretary-general of
(left) and Dr. Myron B. Kuropas.
from a group of several hundreds of the Korean Association of New York,
candidates for the awards.
and overseer of the first publication of
After receiving his award from Car– і lie history ol Korean immigrants in the
lotta Madura, director of community United States;
relations of New York's public utility
" Harriet Richardson Michel, found–
NEW YORK - The National Com– volodymyr the Great christened Kievan company. Con Edison, Dr. Padoch ing member of the Association of Black
mittee to Commemorate the Millen– Rus.' The events in Washington would said, "the Ukrainian community is Foundation Executives, who serves on
nium of Christianity in Ukraine detailed include seminars, book and art exhibits, spread all over this city, but its heart, the boards of the African-American
plans for celebrations of the historic as well as a gala concert finale at the known as 'Little Ukraine,' is located institute, the TransAfrica Forum, the
event by the Ukrainian American com– Kennedy Center.
about half а^тщіе from this hall, (city New York Police Foundation and New
munity in 1988 at its third meeting on
The members of the presidium de– hall), it houseslseveral Ukrainian York's W N E T - T V ;
the subject held here last month.
" Jan Hird Рокоту, chairman of the
cided to seek reactions from the Ukrai– churches, including the spectacular St.
Yuriy Starosolsky, president of the nian community on the proposals George's Church on Seventh Street, American Fund for Czechoslovak Rc–
The
Ukrainian
Museum
on
Second
national committee, as well as other before any decisions are made. They
fugee and vice-president of the Bohe–
Avenue, the Ukrainian Women's Asso– mian Benevolent and Literary Associa–
members ol the presidium, proposed also decided to form local Millennium
to begin Millennium celebrations on the committees in Ukrainian communities ciation, credit unions, fraternal or– tion;
local level in 1987 so that they would not throughout the United States to plan ganizations and scholarly associations,
" Mieczyslaw Przybylowski, presi–
interfere with activities planned by the local Millennium celebrations.
including the Shevchenko Scientific dent of the Polish-American Slavic
national group for 1988 in Washington.
Society."
Center, board member of the Koscius–
The committee also chose as its
"Because of the persecution in U– zko Foundation:
George Powstenko, the committee's official emblem St. volodymyr's trident
kraine, most of these institutions found
" liiui Ramirez, founder and artistic
events director, suggested that the and decided to make its headquarters in
committee plan a weeklong series of the Shevchenko Scientific Society their second homeland in this hospitable director of Ballet Hispanico of New
events in the nation's capital in 1988. building in New York, its next meeting country and city. Working for the York, director of the Ballet Hispanico
possibly around August 14, which is will be held in Philadelphia in Decem– advancement of the Ukrainian culture School of Dance and founder of "Opera–
believed to be the actual date that St. bcr.
we share its genious with the cultures of
(Continued on page 12)
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UNA bupreme txecutive Committee
confers, hears officers' reports
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - The Ukrai–
nian National Association's Supreme
Executive Committee held its regular
meeting on Sunday, November 10, a
day after the Supreme Assembly's
extraordinary session.
The executives' meeting focused on
UNA and Ukrainian community
matters, and it consisted mainly of
reports by the supreme officers.
The meeting was chaired by Supreme
President John O. Flis. in attendance
were: Supreme vice President Myron
B. Kuropas. Supreme vice-Presidentess
Gloria Paschen. Supreme Director for
Canada Sen. Paul Yuzyk. Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan, Supreme
Treasurer Ulana Diachuk and Supreme
Organizer Stefan Hawrysz. Also pre–
sent was John Hewryk. chairman of the
Supreme Auditing Committee.
The first to report was the supreme
treasurer. Mrs. Diachuk said that in the
first nine months of 1985, income
totalled 57,338,064 - almost 5700,000
more than in the previous vear. Ex–
penses were 55.816,277, or'Sl 10,755
more than in 1984.
All investments yielded 53,563,913,
while during the same period last year
they had yielded only 52,681,317.
The amount of cash surrenders paid
out, 5369,388, was similar to that paid
in 1984 while death benefits dropped by
576,000 to a sum of 5561,422. Pay'–
ments on matured promissory notes
were 5627,813. or 534,568 more than in
the previous year. Dividends paid
totalled 5978.000, a sum greater than
the previous year's by 5241.747.
Soyuzivka income was 5648.821.
while disbursements at the resort were
5702.587.
UNA assets have grown during the
first nine months of 1985 by S1.444.496.
This amount is higher than that of the
first nine months of 1984 by 5511.334,
concluded Mrs. Diachuk.
Mr. Sochan, the supreme secretary,
reported that in the past 10 months of
1985. branch secretaries and organizers

Seniors construction
begins at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON - The 10-room
senior citizens building here at Soyu–
zivka, the resort of the Ukrainian
National Association, is already under
construction. The site for the building
has been cleared and the foundation has
been laid.
Work on the project, designed by
architect Zenon Mazurkcvich of Phila–
delphia, is proceeding under the direc–
tion of New York builder Mykola
Krumshyn.
The rooms are available to UNA
members on a rental basis only. Rent,
which also includes meals, will be no
less than 5250 per month, but no more
than three-quarters of a senior's pen–
sion.
Applications must be sent to local
UNA branches, and the secretary and
president of the branch must both sign
the application. The application, along
with a doctor's certificate and copies of
pension checks, must then be forwarded
to the UNA home office. Senior
UNA'ers with low pensions will have
priority for this, first phase of UNA
seniors' housing.

enrolled 1,401 new members into the
UNA, including 481 into the juvenile
and 668 into the adult departments, as
well as 257 under ADD-certificates,
reported the supreme secretary, adding
that during the same period in 1984,
1,748 new members had been enrolled.
it can be expected that in the final two
months of this pre-convention year, the
membership campaign will accelerate
because branches will try to increase
their membership to qualify for addi–
tional convention delegates. Eligibility
of branches for delegates will be based
on the status of active members at
December 31, 1985.
Membership movements for the first
nine months of 1985 showed 335 mem–
bers reinstated from suspension, a
decrease in totals of cash surrenders,
matured endowments and fully paid-up
P20 and P65 certificates, said Mr.
Sochan. The number of deaths in the
nine-month period also showed a decrease, as compared with the same
period in 1984.
UNA membership as of September
30 totalled 53.975 active members and a
total membership of 78,435, which
includes fully paid-up and extendedterm certificates, in the nine-month
period the UNA incurred a loss of 1,309
members, including 378 juveniles, 909
adults and 22 members with ADD
certificates.
Tasks on the current agenda include:
pritingdelegates'credentials for the 31st
UNA Convention of the UNA which
will be held in May 1986 in Detroit:
preparing the text for the announce–
ment of the convention, to be published
in the early January 1986 editions of
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly;
and verifying the status of active mem–
bers in each branch, as of December 31.
then, mailing the proper number of
credentials for delegates and alternates.
For branches which have less than the
required number to qualify for a delegate, Mr. Sochan explained, a list will
be published of the names and address
of their secretaries, so that they may
contact each other and agree to unite for
the election of a joint delegate and
alternate.
^4hc Recording Department has al–
ready taken the initial steps for the
changeover to ІВМ System 36 com–
uters. and computer expert Jaroslaw
Tomorug has begun preparing the
programming for the computers.
A review of the 1985 organizing
campaign was provided by Supreme
Organizer Hawrysz. He reported that
Pennsylvania leads in the membership
campaign with 353 members, it is
followed by New York. 174; New
Jersey, 174; lllinois. 106; and Michigan.
75: Canada as a whole has 162 new
members thus far in 1985.
Looking at the enrollment of mem–
bers by districts, the supreme organizer
gave the following breakdown: Phila–
delphia has 220 members of its quota of
350; Chicago. 106 out of 310; New
York, 98 out of 280; Detroit, 75 out of
!"O; kocncsier. 74 ou. -. SHJ, AJ
-.
73 out of 100; Newark. 66 out of 150:
Toronto, 57 out of 220; Jersey City, 53
out of 115; Pittsburgh, 45 out of 120,
Mr. Hawrysz pointed out that the small
UNA districts in Rochester and Syra–
cuse are working extremely well in
enrolling new members and have the
potential of meeting their quotas.
Mr. Hawrysz spoke also about the

organizing courses held in Lehighton,
Pa., at Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson, N-Y.,
and in Cleveland. He also noted that the
10th annual conference of district
chairmen was held with the participa–
tion of 24 districts.
in conclusion, the supreme organizer
said that the fall organizing campaign is
now intensifying. The goal of the
campaign is 1,000 new members insured
for 55 million.
Mrs. Paschen, supreme vice-presi–
dentess, reported on her activity, which
included participation in meetings of
the Chicago District Committee. She
reported that the district had designated
a prize, three days' stay at the Marriott
Hotel, to the district's best organizer
and that this"is a good incentive. She

also reported on her attendance at the
75th anniversary celebration of the
Ukrainian Fraternal Association held
in Chicago, and on her participation in
the first convention of the Ukrainian
American Coordinating Council.
Next to report was the supreme
director for Canada, Sen. Yuzyk, who
spoke about the state of the UNA in
general in that country. He noted that
the Montreal District Committee head–
ed by Tekla Moroz is likely to meet its
organizing quota this year, in Toronto,
however, the district is having some
problems, the good work of its chairman, Wasy! Sharan, notwithstanding,
in that district, the senator continued,
the branch secretaries are not working
(Continued on page 1S)
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Julian Baraniuk, branchXdistrict officer
NEWARK. N.J. - J u l i a n Baraniuk, secretary and was one of the UNA's
longtime secretary of UNA Branch 371, most successful organizers.
Mr. Baraniuk was also a founding
the Zaporizska Sich Society of Newark,
died here on Sunday, November 24. He member of the Organization for the
was 85.
Rebirth of Ukraine and most recently
Mr. Baraniuk was also a longtime was an officer of the local branch of the
chairman of the Newark District Com– Ukrainian American Coordinating
mittee of the UNA, as well as a delegate Council.
to many UNA conventions.
He was born on July 20, 1899, in
The funeral was held on Wednesday.
Hlyniany, Peremyshliany county, wes– November 27. Liturgy was offered at St.
tern Ukraine. He completed secondary John the Baptist Church, and burial was
school and later studied theology.
at the Hollywood Cemeterv in Union,
After arriving in the United States he N.J.
became involved in Ukrainian commu–
Surviving are his daughter, Dorothy
nity life and enrolled in the UNA. For Garson, with her husband, Joseph, and
49 years he served as Branch 371 their two children.

John Burney, Branch 64 secretary
PATERSON, N.J. - John Burney
Sr., 72, of island Heights,died Monday,
November 25, at Barnet Hospital here
in Paterson, after a long illness.
He was born in Thunder Bay, Ont.,
and came to the Paterson area as a
teenager.
Mr. Burney was the secretary-trea–
surer of Branch 64 of the Ukrainian
National Association in Paterson for 50
years. He is well remembered for his
dedication to the UNA, and for his help
to many Ukrainians who immigrated to
America after World War 11. A great
many members of the Ukrainian com–
munity will remember the help, support, and material goods that he and his
wife, the former Mary Kucha of Clifton,
gave to the struggling new arrivals.
Mr. Burney lived in Elmwood Park
for 42 years before moving to island
Heights in September. He was a mem–
ber of the Ukrainian Center and St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church,
both in Passaic. in the 1940s and early
50s, he was an active parishioner in the
parish, assisting in the drive to pay the

church mortgage.
Mr. Burney was a member of Dyers
Local 1733 of Paterson and before
becoming disabled 13 years ago he
worked for Zenith Dye Works in that
city.
in addition to his wife, he is survived
by his sons, John of Randolph, and
Michael of island Heights; a daughter.
Joan Maida, of island Heights; two
brothers, William of Paterson, and
Myroslav (Maurice) of Plantation, Fla.
five sisters, Estelle Collins of Boonton,
Ann Bezpa of Wayne, Julia Schnik and
Olga Stonebridgeof Totowa,and Helen
Fico of West Paterson; and eight grandchildren.
He and his wife celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary this past June, at a
party given by their children which was
attended by the family and friends of
more than half a century.
Funeral arrangements were made by
the Burnadz Memorial Home in Clil'–
ton. in lieu of flowers, the family
requests donations through the funeral
home to the American Cancer Society.

Dionizyj Smotrycz, home office employee
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Dionizyj
Smotrycz, a longtime employee of the
Recording Department at the Ukrai–
nian National Association's home office
here, died on Friday, November 15, at
the age of 64.
Mr. Smotrycz was born on May 31,
ічл. in Medyka. near Peremyshl,
western Ukraine. He completed the
Ukrainian Men's Gymnasium in Pere–
myshi.
He emigrated to the United States in
1949 and settled in Jersey City. The
same year he joined the UNA. For 20

years he was a draftsman at an engineer–
ing firm and in 1966 he began working
for the UNA home office.
Surviving are Mr. Smotrycz's wife,
Helen; son, Zenon, with his wife,
Charleen; son, Orest; sister, Kateryna
Buk, with her husband. Andrij; and
other family members in the United
States and Ukraine.
The funeral was held Monday, No–
vember 18. Burial was at the Holy Spirit
Ukrainian Catholic Cemetery in Hamp–
tonburgh, N.Y.
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Ukrainian Weekly
A summit's mixed bag
Five hours of private talks between President Ronald Reagan and
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, plus an additional 11 hours of
meetings with their advisers present yielded few concrete results in
Geneva.
Yet, the U.S.-Soviet summit has been hailed by both parties and by
most observers as a "new beginning." Certainly no one can argue that,
in the sense that the leaders of the United States and the Soviet Union
have not met for six years (since the June 1979 summit in vienna
between President Jimmy Carter and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev)
and that some talks are surely better than no talks at all, the summit
was a success, it was a success from this perspective even if both parties
recognized that great differences continue to exist between their
systems and philosophies, and even if, in effect, they agreed to
disagree.
The summit can be considered a success also because the Soviet
leader did not prevail in making it a one-issue meeting devoted
exclusively to arms control. President Reagan insisted that regional
conflicts, bilateral relations and human rights be discussed, and they
were.
However, there still is no denying that, but for a few minor
agreements on cultural and educational exchanges, and air safety, the
summit wasn't much to write home about.
For Ukrainians, there was one significant result that can be looked
upon more optimistically, that is, the bilateral agreement to open
consulates in Kiev and New York. (The Soviets acceded to this
proposal in exchange for a new civil aviation agreement giving
reciprocal landing rights to Pan Am and Aeroflot.)
A U.S. consulate in Kiev, the center of the second most important
union republic of the USSR, is a development long overdue. An
American presence in Kiev, the ancient and modern capital of
Ukraine, can only be a positive step, for it will open new lines of
communication for Soviet Ukrainians with the rest of the world.
Nonetheless, Ukrainian Americans are disappointed with the lack
of progress on human-rights issues as well as the newly reinstituted
U.S. policy of quiet diplomacy.
The final communique issued by the United States and the Soviet
Union made only one oblique reference to human rights: it "agreed on
the importance of resolving humanitarian cases in the spirit of
cooperation" (whatever that means). Here summitry produced a
reference so vague as to be meaningless.
if this is the result of quiet diplomacy, we are hardly impressed.
(Frankly, we were hoping for a leak on at least the human-rights
discussion ai the summit. That might have been more revealing than
the president's assertion that he believes the Soviets may move soon on
human rights.)
Of course, the Ukrainian American community was no doubt
pleased that in his speech to the nation on the eve of the summit
President Reagan stressed that "True peace rests on the pillars of
individual freedom, human rights, national self-determination and
respect for the rule of law."
sfs
The community no doubt greeted the president's post-summit
report to the American people when he said: "History teaches no
clearer lesson than this: Those countries which respect the rights of
their own people tend, inevitably, to respect the rights of their
neighbors. H uman rights, therefore, is not an abstract moral issue - it
is a peace issue."
But, at the same time, the Ukrainian American community was
puzzled by the announced turnabout in the president's line of thinking
— from public denunciation of the Soviets for their widespread
human-rights abuses to philosophical statements about the value of
human-rights. How will this help Soviet political prisoners?
Ukrainian Americans are puzzled also, because, as the president was
exercising quiet diplomacy in Geneva, the U.S. delegation at the
Budapest Cultural Forum was anything but quiet, leading the way in
raising specific cases of imprisoned cultural activists. How does the
Reagan administration reconcile these divergent approaches?
We always have and we will continue to support the theory of
linkage, i.e. that bilateral relations and agreements are possibly only if
the Soviet Union allows its citizens basic human rights, only if the
Soviet Union adheres to its international commitments.
To be sure, we hope that President Reagan is correct when he says
the Soviets may move soon on human rights as a result of his muted
approach. But we hope that movement is something more significant
than allowing a mere handful of separated spouses to be reunited and
permitting one sickly aged woman to travel to the West for sorely
needed medical treatment.

Baits, Ukrainians must demand
investigation of Medvid incident
by Algis Silas

environment where it was clear to him
that if he decided he wanted to stay in
President Ronald Reagan, in his the United States that he could make
speech on veteran's Day, said he would that decision."
take common sense with him to Geneva
is Mr. Shultz telling us that the
when he discussed arms-control matters emperor has new clothes, when we can
with Mr. Gorbachev. 1 sure hope the see that the emperor is not wearing any
nresident did not use the same common clothes at all? Furthermore, many
sense with Mr. Gorbachev that the State American citizens are outraged at the
Department and immigration and State Department's deliberate decep–
Naturalization Service officials used in tion and cover-up of the facts in this
handling Myroslav Medvid's case.
matter.
Regarding the Ukrainian sailor's
The psychiatric reports released by
defection attempt. 1NS Commissioner the State Department two weeks after
Alan Nelson, speaking before the Se– the case began indicated that Mr.
nate Subcommittee on immigration Medvid was heavily drugged by the
and Refugee Policy claimed in his Soviets. The report said that he was
concluding remarks, "...there were probably confronted by Soviet su–
errors in the performance of the service periors over a period of 24 to 48 hours
officers who initially processed Mr. "with several issues, including his
Medvid...mistakes in judgement were parents' lives and welfare," and pro–
made...І am proud of how the U.S. mises that he would become a "hero" by
government responded to this situa–
renouncing his defection attempt. Third,
tion.,.l believe that the Department of
he was likely coached by the Soviets on
Justice and State, and others did all that
we could to provide that Soviet seaman what to say and what not to say.
Then the administration, using this
with the understanding of his options..."
State Department information, decided
Then, Secretary of State George that Mr. Medvid's case was handled
Shultz asserted that Mr. Medvid's case properly and the matter was closed. "Our
was properly handled, and he further position has been all along that the
stated, "From the standpoint of the executive branch has fulfilled its respon–
Department of State, we did a very sibilities," stated Michael Guest, White
careful job of seeing to it, that this House spokesman.
young man had every opportunity in an
Many American citizens would beg
to differ with Mr. Guest.
The
list of embarrassing actions,
Algis Silas is director of public
relations for the Joint Baltic American decisions and statements made relating
National Committee based in Rock– to the Medvid case is endless. What is
(Continued on page 10)
ville, Md.

The Medvid case aftermath:
time for all to pull together
by Andrij Bilyk
happening, individuals and organiza–
tions who've learned to lobby Congress
individually and through our or– and to talk to the media should be
ganizations we did many things right to pulling together, no matter what their
help Myroslav Medvid and to call "internal" Ukrainian political leanings
attention to Ukraine during the summit arc.
conference. The fact that twice in one
We need to start a dialogue, the result
week President Ronald Reagan men– of which will be a better prepared, more
tioned Ukraine on nationwide televi– media– and lobbying-oriented Ukrai–
sion is evidence of our success.
nian community as we turn towards the
But what we accomplished was ad- serious business of making the Millen–
hoc, without an over-all plan and nium of Ukrainian Christianity as big a
without coordination, in many respects story as was the Medvid affair.
The point is, knowing that we can
we were lucky - but in a positive sense.
You need luck now and again, and it have as many as 100,000 people in
was our turn. Without foresight and Washington in 1988. and that it is an
appropriate planning, however, we will election year, shouldn't ail of our efforts
surely lose the momentum the Medvid be locused now on agreeing among
case gained for us. Do we want to "ad ourselves to push through some major
hoc" it once again, through the already piece of legislation?
announced 1986 and 1987 summit
Our media specialists and congres–
conferences and through the Millen– sional lobbyists from every organiza–
nium?
tion need to meet to agree on the
Let's recognize the Medvid affair for following:
what is really was - a spontaneous call–
to-arms to help a young man in his
' one overriding purpose for all of
heroic attempt to gain freedom in our public relations)'lobbying activity
America - a potential celebration (e.g., we want to build sympathy for
turned sour by government mismanage– Ukraine);
ment. Like a true drama, the Medvid
" major objectives (these can include
saga developed slowly and almost died using the upcoming summit conferences
on us one week after it began, but Dr. in 1986 and 1987 to build momentum
lrene Padoch's devastating (to the for the 1988 Millennium, or they can be
government) testimony gave it new life. any objectives we all agreed upon);
Yet, when the ship left, except in a few
" objectives in hand (we need a
places, the drama lost its mass appeal. battleplan that identifies for all of us the
The spontaneity is gone now, and our non-Ukrainian audiences various or–
various Ukrainian organizations, ganizations are addressing, and the
having worked together so intensely for messages they are sending.
Mr. Medvid, seem to be drifting apart
' ensuring that our messages don't
again, in fact, the opposite should be
(Continued on page 15)
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The Budapest Cultural Forum: a unique opportunity for human-rights discussions
by Christina isajiw

On November 25, the Cultural Forum ended its
six-week session in Budapest. This conference received
its mandate in the concluding document of the Madrid
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE), and is one in the series of experts' meetings
leading up to the third follow-up meeting within the
CSCE process to take place in vienna in November
1986.
The Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, also known as the Helsinki
Accords, commits its signatories to, among other
commitments, a wide-ranging program of cooperation
in the field of culture. There are very specific
recommendations concerning extension of relations,
mutual knowledge, access, exchanges and dissemina–
tion, contacts and cooperation, and so on.
To further promote and develop the commitments
of the final act, the Madrid Meeting of representatives
of the participating states, in its concluding document
of September 1983, agreed that a Cultural Forum
would take place, at the invitation of the government
of Hungary, in Budapest beginning on October 15,
1985. This same document provides for the Experts
Meeting on Human Rights which took place in Ottawa
in May 1985, the Conference on Confidence– and
Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in
Europe, the first stages of which began in Stockholm
in 1984, the meeting of experts on human contacts to
take place in 1986 in Bern, Switzerland, and others.
The recommendations and proposals from all these
meetings are then to be taken into account at the
vienna Follow-up Meeting in the fall of 1986.
The agenda of the Cultural Forum provided for
opening statements by representatives of the partici–
pating states, a presentation by a UNESCO repre–
sentative, several weeks of discussion of interrelated
problems concerning creation, dissemination and
cooperation in the different fields of culture, drawing
up of conclusions and a formal closure. The discussion
of interrelated problems took place in seven subsidiary
working bodies in the fields of plastic and applied arts,
performing arts, literature and mutual cultural
knowledge.
Each delegation varied in the number of spokesmen, consisting of government representatives and
cultural personalities. The United States, for example,
had some 25 cultural figures attending the various
sessions, pertaining to their field of expertise, while
Canada had only seven. The United States publicized
and disseminated to all interested NGOs the state–
ments of its delegates, some relevant replies, as well as
summaries and highlights of notable plenary speeches
of the 35 participating states, whereas Canada has not
yet replied to requests by the Human Rights Commis–
sion of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians for
information about the Canadian cultural experts who
attended these sessions and what concerns were raised
by the Canadian delegation. We have yet to hear how
well-informed the European NGO groups are by their
own governments.
Like the Exports Meeting on Human Rights, the
Cultural Forum brought no concluding document,
but many were not expecting one and'even hoped that
there would be no watering down of the existing
documents within the CSCE process. The Soviets were
quoted as saying that the United States engaged in
calumny and disinlormation in Budapest, and yet —
just as they did not walk out of the Ottawa meetings
where they were repeatedly and strongly accused of
blatant human-rights violations - they "endured"six
weeks of Budapest, offering their own disinformation
in answer to ач ons on cultural annihilation and
human-right'; . b
To propciiy evaluate suci
meeting, one has to
uok at the entire CSCE process and its long-range
possibilities. Here is an international forum where
human rights form a basis for the discussion of all
issues. Aside from participating states, non-govern–
mental organizations (NGOs) and individuals have a
valid basis for input and participation. The lobby,
briefs and testimony of these organizations are
presented not only on their own behalf, but also on
behalf of those who are barred from this process, and
this testimony may be used as a bargaining factor in
negotiations. Apart from the political considerations,
there is also the very important publicity factor which
provides exposure to issues and individuals which
would otherwise remain in the obscurity of oppression
and indifference.
it is important to note that this international forum
had to deal seriously not only with problems concern–
ing "creation, dissemination and cooperation,

including the promotion and expansion of contacts in
the different fields of culture," but also with cultural
values and problems which stand in the way of
achieving the free flow of cultural expression
envisioned by the Helsinki Final Act. During this time,
there was ample opportunity for the West to raise and
discuss such important issues as repression of cultural
minorities, imprisonment and annihilation of leading
cultural figures, the Soviet policy of Russification,
Eastern barriers to the free flow of information and the
destruction of historic, religious and other cultural
monuments.
One of the most important aspects of the Basket 111
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act regarding cultural
cooperation, is that, in addition to encpuraging
governments to engage in cooperation and exchanges,
it clearly gives impetus for the West to deal with the
USSR and Eastern Europe on the premise that
without full human-rights implementation this
provision is meaningless.
The Cultural Forum provided a unique opportunity
for the Western signatories to bargain within each

the role of the state in culture is to open opportunities,
not to impede or punish, and argued that nuclear
threats not be allowed to "enslave" the mind.
Lichtenstein's Count Mario von Ledebur stirred
interest by explicitly linking "the ovens and the gulag."
He said, "some here" turn Karl von Clausewitz
(Prussian general and military strategist) on his head
and see peace as the continuation of the class struggle
by other means.
The U.S. delegation made some very strong and
forthright interventions, particularly in the working
group sessions, and received wide support from the
Western delegates. On October 31, preservationist
Nancy Coolidge discussed the problem of destruction
of cultural and historical monuments in the Soviet
Union and Rumania. She began by endorsing the idea
of "developing an international list, or register, of the
important architectural and historic structures."
Then, to the expressed scepticism that this would be an
impossible task, she replied: "One cannot accomplish
anything which one is not willing to attempt; my
experience has taught me that one can accomplish a

William Least Heat Moon: u . . . why has My kola Horbal, the
Ukrainian,
been imprisoned for 13 years? is it because he once
wrote a poem to honor Ukrainian minstrels who were executed in
the 1930s for playing the
bandura?"
' subsidiary working body and to ensure that the longrange provisions will promote "the effective exercise off
civil, political, economic, social, cultural and otherr
rights and freedoms, all of which derive from the;
inherent dignity of the human person and are essential1
for his free and full development" (Principle vil,
Helsinki Final Act).
Looking through a large number of statementss
made during the plenary debates and working group,
sessions, one can see to what extent the West hass
availed itself of this opportunity and how muchт
mutual support was generated to present a posture off
alliance and unswerving commitment. Many of thee
opening speeches, delivered on October 15-17, stressedі
the importance of individual rights and the link4
between human rights and culture.
Thus, ilmar Bekeris of Sweden, in the first plenaryу
address, following the Hungary's formal decision toз
deny the international Helsinki Federation forr
Human Rights permission to conduct a citizens'
cultural forum, stressed the importance of directt
contacts between individuals, institutions and organi–
zations.
Hans Kuhner of Denmark stressed the importancee
of the role of the individual and said that impedimentss

great deal with a good plan, a worthy goal and a strong
conviction." She went on to reinforce her conviction
that there is a need t o develop an international
i n v e n t o r y of t h e a r c h i t e c t u r a l l y a n d h i s t o r i c a l l y
significant structures.
She spoke about the threats of urban development
and chemical polution, and went on to say: "Beyond
the common threat posed to all nations by urban
development and increasing pollution, 1 regret to say
t h a t in s o m e p a r t i c i p a t i n g s t a t e s , c u l t u r a l a n d
historical structures are targeted for destruction for
political reasons, in aggressive efforts to promote a
new a n d h o m o g e n o u s s t a t e c u l t u r e , t o r e m o v e
evidence of a now-revised history, to focus popular
attention on the future by detracting from the past, or
to obliterate the tangible expressions of human values
incompatible with current ideology, priceless edifices
are bulldozed, defaced or left to the mercy of the
elements."
She went on to say: "in the Soviet Union, thousands
of beautiful and historic chuches have been destroyed.
Still others have been turned into stores, warehouses,
museums of atheism, film studios and offices, in the
n o n - R u s s i a n a r e a s of t h e Soviet Union there is
apparently a conscious effort by authorities to neglect

Nancy Coolidge: "... in some participating
states, cultural and
historical structures are targeted
for destruction
for political
reasons. ... in the non-Russian areas of the Soviet Union there is
apparently
a conscious effort by authorities to neglect
national
monuments whose theme does not coincide with the official
version of Soviet history."
on the role of the individual would be a "retrogradee
development."
U.S. Ambassador Walter Stoessel noted thatt
barriers exist to what man can think and create, andd
underscored the importance of removing obstacles toо
self-expression and to the right of all nationalil
minorities to pursue and develop their culturaltl
heritages.
is
Canada's Ghis!ain Hardy said that each nation is
it
entitled to choose the cultural role it deems best, but
that Canada condemns restrictions on the humann
rights of individuals.
ie
A tough and eloquent address was given by Jeanne
Hersch of Switzerland, who devoted her remarks toо
ie
the connection between human rights and culture. She
is
said that the dignity of the individual human being is
developed by contacts between persons, includingg
contacts with those who hold differing beliefs. "We all11
know," she stressed, that this principle is not beingg
respected, and the forum must not be silent aboutit
is
violations. She said direct contacts between persons
ie
are better than state-to-state agreements, and she
it
criticized many of the existing restrictions, noting that

national monuments whose theme does not coincide
with the official versioi: of Soviet history. This is
particularly noticeable in Estonia, Lithuania and
Latvia, where monuments and historical sites reflecting
pre-1940 histon have been at best neglected and in
some cases destroyed..."
Among the most forceful statements were those of
William Least Heat Moon, Pulitzer Prize-winning
A m e r i c a n l n d i a n a u t h o r . He t a l k e d a b o u t t h e
preservation of cultural and linguistic identities in his
statement on November 5: "1 believe most passionate–
ly that whatever strength America has comes from our
diversity of cultures... there have been many references
to 'one Europe.' 1 am interested in many Europes... І
believe that failures in cultural assimilation... are the
sou . of our strength."
"! do not wish to be confrontational, but there are
questions 1 must ask if our work here is to be anything
other than hollow. The questions 1 wish to ask are
questions from many Americans, even those who are
not students of European cultures. So, you see, 1 ask
these questions for many people.
(Continued on page 10)
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Ukrainian students to meet at international conclave
by Mykhailo Bociurkiw
TORONTO - Ukrainian students
from six countries and four continents
will be arriving here on December 20 to
lake part in a conference on Ukrainian
student issues.
The students are also expected to talk
about rejuvenating the now-de(unct
international Ukrainian students' or–
ganization. CcSUS (Central Union of
Ukrainian Students), and possibly
select a group of people to coordinate
future international projects, according
to Marta Dyczok. 22. the conference
organizer.
"We want to create a family at–
mosphere and provide the students with
an opportunity to get to know each
other and find out how we can work
together." said Ms. Dyczok during an
interview.
Ms. Dyczok coordinates the work of
a group of some six students, called the
Organizing Committee - World Con–
ference of Ukrainian Students. The
committee, which was established
earlier this spring in Toronto and is
working with a large grant from the
Canadian government, has sent invita–
tions to Ukrainian student groups in the
diaspora for the рге-Christmas confe–
rence.
The three-day parley will include a
series of plenary sessions on Saturday
and Sunday during which students will
discuss the structure of the new organi–
zation and ideas for future projects, Ms.

Dyczok said.
The conference, which will be held on
the downtown University of Toronto
campus, will include a Saturday evening
banquet. Conference organizers have
invited Canadian Minister of State for
Finance Barbara MacDougall and
Peter Savaryn. president of the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians. Bohdan
Futey, the president of the Ukrainian
American Bar Association and a pastpresident of CcSUS will be the keynote
banquet speaker.
The banquet will be followed by a
performance ol Toronto's Ukrainian
Avante-Guarde Theatre Group.
On Friday, a group of speakers from
Canada' and the United States will
address issues affecting the Ukrainian
student movement. Ms. Dyczok said.
Ukrainian student leaders in Canada
and the United States say they are
looking forward to the Toronto CeSUS
conference, in spite of the problems
associated with past attempts at reviving
CeSUS.
Jerry Halatyn of New York, the
newly elected president of the Ukrai–
nian Students Association of M. Mich–
nowsky (TUSM), said his' group wel–
comes the initiative to revive CeSUS
because "historical events and artificial
arguments" have divided the Ukrainian
student movement for too long.
"it's time to get together and recog–
nize all that we share, all that we can
accomplish as a cohesive group for
Ukraine and Ukrainians," Mr. Halatyn

said in an interview.
The Ukrainian Canada Students'
Union (SUSK) - the largest organized
group of Ukrainian students - has
until recently opposed the convening of
an international CeSUS congress.
Resolving domestic problems within
SUSK and other national students
organizations come before attempts to
revive CeSUS. past SUSK presidents
have stated.
(Greg Naciuk of vancouver. a repre–
sentative of the Ukrainian Students'
Club at Simon Fraser University,
assailed SUSK national president
Danylo Dzikewycz's decision tosupport
the revival of CeSUS in a recent .letter
published in the Student newspaper.
"The past experience in SUSK in its in–
volvement with CeSUS has demon–
strated repeatedly the futility of at–
tempting to work with its American
counterparts, TUSM and SUSnfA,
whose proven record of a lack of com–
mitment to democratic principles at
past CeSUS conferences has been less
than adequate," wrote Mr. Naciuk. "it's
about time to start paying attention to
your own member-clubs").
But Mr. Dzikewycz of Toronto told
The Weekly he regards the upcoming
gathering as an innovative way to "open
up communication lines" between
Ukrainian students around the world.
He added that he intends to "proceed
cautiously" with CcSUS because of the
turbulent history associated with pre–
(Continucd on page 12)

European study tour alumni hold reunion
NEW YORK - Over 60 alumni of
summer travels sponsored by the Ukrai–
nian Free University Foundation, a
Munich-based institute, held a reunion
here on October 26 at the Ukrainian
Sports Club in commemoration of the
program's past five tours. Some partici–
pants came from as far away as Colo–
rado, Michigan and Canada.
According to a statement released by
the organization, participants of the
travel program called "in the Steps of
Our Forefathers Through Europe,"saw
slides from expeditions of the past five
years, including pictures from ltaly,
Luxembourg, Holland, Monaco and
other countries.
The evening was characterized by
lively discussion by alumni of their
experiences, and was followed by a
program emceed by Andrew Futey of

Cleveland. Dr. Peter Goy, UFU Foun–
dation director and the tour's leader,
gave an update on the foundation's
activities. Borys Dackiw. chairman of
the Dachau Committee, and Peter
Matiaszek, chairman of the Monte
Cassino committee, also gave updates
on their organizations' activities. Mr.
Futey, who participated in a tour this
past summer was then made Dr. Goy's
assistant for next year's tour.
Flowers were presented to the owners
of the Kobasniuk Travel Agency, who
donated S 1,000 to the foundation. The
agency has worked in conjunction with
Dr. Goy since 1981 in planning the
tours, its owners are Anthony and vera
Shumeyko.
A cake was then presented to Dr. Goy
and his wife, Lesia, for the effort they
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have donated to the foundation.
Participants of the five-week tour
must first attend a two-week course in
Ukrainian culture and history at the
university in Munich. They then begin
their travels through Europe.
Next summer's group will participate
in a new seminar, taught by Dr. Bohdan
Hawrylyshyn, director of the lnterna–
tional Management institute in Geneva.
The one-day seminar will be based on
an analysis of Dr. Hawrylyshyn's book
on geopolitics, "Road Maps to the
Future."
Participants will also be able to take
part in a bandura course which was
initiated two years ago by the UFU
Foundation and Ukrainian bandurists.
and may become a regular feature of the
tour.

Ukrainian Free University Foundation tour participants at a New York City reunion.

Artymiw concert
garners high praise
from D.C. critic

Lydia Artymiw
'WASH1NGTON - Pianist Lydia
Artymiw delighted a Washington au–
dience with a program of Romantic
music on November 25 and received
high praise for her performance from a
Washington Post music critic.
"The term 'rising star'is overused and
conveniently nebulous," Charles "Mc–
Cardell noted in his review the follow–
ing morning. "When applied to a pianist
the caliber of Lydia Artymiw, however,
this designation regains its luster, for
she already enjoys an international
reputation as a performing and record–
ing artist."
Miss Artymiw played Brahms, Schu–
mann, Debussy and Chopin at the
Renwick Gallery — across Pennsyl–
vania Avenue from the White House under the sponsorship of the Pro
Musicus Foundation and the Smithso–
nian institution.
The performance, Mr. McCardell
wrote, "proved that she is a most
thoughtful and serious musician, one
who has definite opinions about inter–
pretation and boldly presents them to
the audience."
Noting Miss Artymiw's "special gift
for the Romantics," he called her
reading of Schumann's Sonata No. 2 in
G minor "a joy." Her playing of the four
Chopin mazurkas, he said, "achieved
distinction," while Chopin's Polonaise–
Fantasie, "begun hurriedly, regained its
composure as Artymiw outlined the
contrasts, wresting the work from any
sort of pie-eyed dream state." in De–
bussy's "images" (Book Two), the critic
said, the "liberal use of the pedal, a
prominent attribute in Artymiw's play–
ing, and a crisp attack...ended the work
in splended, exhilarating fashion."
Miss Artymiw had her debut with the
Philadelphia Orchestra when she was 8
years old. Since then, she has made a
distinguished career in chamber music,
in recital, as soloist with orchestras, and
in recordings. She has performed with
more than 50 orchestras throughout the
world, including leading American
orchestras in Boston. Cincinnati, Cleve–
land, Washington, New York. St.
Louis, Pittsburgh. San Francisco and
Detroit.
Ms. Artymiw has won top prizes in
numerous competitions, including the
Koscius^ko Foundation Chopin Cornpetition, Gramaphone Magazine gave
its Critic's Choice and Best of the Year
disc awar-i for her recording of "varia–
tions by Haydn, Mozart. Beethoven
and Mendelssohn." one oi six solo
recording albums to her credit.
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Ukrainian Bostonians create ongoing Folk Festival

Sophia Janusz conducts a dance workshop.

Boston Ukrainian community and Уоіозіїку dancers with special citation from
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and "Ukrainian Day" proclamation from Mayor
Raymond L. Flynn.
BOSTON - For some reason,
Boston is often overlooked by Ukrai–
nian cultural groups when booking
performances in the major U.S.
cities. Consequently, some Ukrai–
nian Bostonians, feeling relegated to
a desert island and craving some of
the rich stimulation their counterparts enjoy in those glamorous cities,
such as New York, Philadelphia and
Chicago, decided to create an ongoing Ukrainian Folk Festival.
The concept evolved about two
years ago, when the Ukrainian Citi–
zens Club won a 55,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the
Arts to reawaken an interest in the
Ukrainian folk arts by presenting
folk artists to Boston audiences. The first event in the fall of 1984
brought the bandura ensemble "Echo
of the Steppes," under the direction

of Julian Kytasty to Harvard's San–
ders Theatre. Prior to their perfor–
mance, Julian Kytasty and Ken
Bloom held an informative and
entertaining workshop with the
children and teachers of the "Ridna
Shkola" (Ukrainian studies school).
Later they led another workshop
for the Boston community in the
Ukrainian Citizens Club Hall, in the
second workshop. Prof. Natalie
Movie added her expertise on the
history and traditions of the bandura.
Next spring, the festival focused
on the folk arts of embroidery and
pysanky. At Harvard's Ticknor
Lounge, Slava Stachiv of New Jersey
presented a beautiCjJl: exhibit of
embroidery, illustrating the exten–
sive variety of patterns found in all
regions of Ukraine.

in addition to Ms. Stachiv's exhi–
bit. The Ukrainian Musjeum of New
York City loaned several rare pieces
of emobroidery for this presentation.
Boston's own Tanya D'Avignon with
her entertaining folklore commen–
tary also demonstrated the art of
creating a pysanka.
The voloshky Dance Ensemble of
Philadelphia was the highlight of the
Boston Ukrainian Folk Festival this
season. On October 27, they per–
formed at New England Life Hall to
a capacity audience. The event was
sponsored by the Ukrainian National
Women's League of Boston and the
Ukrainian American Citizens Club,
with the cooperation of the Ukrai–
nian Studies Fund of Harvard.
Roberta Reeder, director of the
Festival and Oksana Piaseckyj, cul–
tural liason of the Women's League
coordinated this event. Partial fund–
ing was awarded to the women's
league by the Massachusetts Council
on the Arts and Humanities.
The day before their concert,
Alexander Hraur and Sophia Janusz,
assistant directors of voloshky, led a
dance workshop at the Citizens Club
with students whose expertise ranged

A look ot "Colonel Redl": foreign film with Ukrainian
by Helen Perozak Smindak
For the past month, the 57th Street
Playhouse in Manhattan has been
showing a foreign film which should
pique the attention of anyone of Ukrai–
nian descent, since the protagonist is a
Ukrainian.
istvan Szabo's film "Colonel Redl."
set in the final years of the Austro–
Hungarian Empire, recounts the story
ot Alfred Yicior Redl. who was born in
Lviv, then known as l.emberg.a town in
a provincial corner of the vast Austro–
Hungarian Empire. One ot 14 children
oi a poor railway company clerk. Redl
gained acceptance to cadet school
because of his inn;iie intelligence.
Talented and ambitious, ho rises
through the military ranks to becone a
colonel in the Austrian General Staff
and a top-level intelligence officer.
When it is discovered that Redl has sold

military secrets to the Russians, the
regime instructs him to commit suicide
rather than stand trial for treason. As
army officers pace the hallway outside
his room, Redl puts a pistol to his head
and blows his brains out.
in the film Redl is described by others
as Ukrainian. During his stay in mili–
tary academy, he tells a colleague's
parents. "My father's Ukrainian and
partly ot German descent. І think my
mother's grandmother was Hunga–
rian."
An absorbing movie, "Colonel Redl"
made its debut herein early October as a
selection of the 23rd New York Film
Festival, it has won several prizes at
film festivals in Cannes. Budapest and
West Germany, and is touted for an
Academy Award. Most film critics have
given the film positive reviews, describ–
ing it as "a richly textured, smashing
historical drama that is as gorgeous to

look at as it's engrossing to experience"
(Gannett News Service), "a compelling
psychological study of ambition" (The
Wall Street Journal) and "the most
convincing and detailed movie about
power that l've seen in a long time"
(New York Magazine).
"Colonel Redl" is indeed a lavish,
exciting film, filled with scenes of battle
maneuvers, elegant balls, a brothel,
aristocratic homes and handsome army
officers. Like other moviegoers. Ukrai–
nian viewers can appreciate this film as
a work of art, but they will probably
find it hard to swallow the concept of a
hero who is ashamed of his Ukrainian
roots, who is bisexual and who is
fanatically loyal to the Austrian mo–
marchy. Redl is not a stalwart Yul
Brynner thundering across the steppes
of Ukraine as Taras Bulba, leading the
Kozaks into battle to free Ukraine, but a
man compelled by class consciousness.

from novice to that of a director of a
classical ballet group, in the evening,
the two directors with the entire
ensemble gave a sampling of the
troupe's sparkling repertoire at a
dance held in their honor at the club.
The Sunday concert was followed
by a reception, where the audience
was given an opportunity to meet
members of the ensemble and their
artistic director, Andrei Pap.
Mr. Pap joined voloshky in Sep–
tember 1985. in addition, Mr. Pap
teaches ballet and choreographs
character dances for the Pennsyl–
vania Ballet Company and School,
and has been an artist-in-residence
for the Alvin Ailey Dance Co.
At the reception, a special citation
was given to the Ukrainian commu–
nity from Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,
by Joseph Charyna, an advisor to the
governor. Ellie Rosenthal, represent–
ing Mayor Raymond L. Flynn, read
a proclamation declaring October 27
"Ukrainian Day" in Boston.
With such a spirited cultural reawakening in Boston, it might be–
hoove Ukrainian artists to include a
whistle stop here.

protagonist
a man who is desperate to mask his
peasant beginnings and take his place in
high military society.
Ukrainian viewers may also find it
offensive to hear Archduke Ferdinand
declare at one point: "The Ukrainians
will join the Russians. They love the
Czar." To which an aide replies: "What
else would you expect of those Ukrai–
nians?"
Director Szabo, wlio co-wrote
the script with Peter Dobai, blended
fact with fiction in the plot, drawing
inspiration for the film from the Redl
affair, a scandal which hit the Austrian
Empire in 1913. But although most
chroniclers of the affair have pictured
Redl as an archtraitor, Mr. Szabo has
portrayed him sympathetically.
The ethnic origin of the real Alfred
Redl is unclear. Ukrainian encyclope–
dias and history books consulted by this
(Continued on page 13)
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Ruban. The Soviet delegate responded by claiming not be the price which is paid all too often by Baits,
Ukrainians and others, that governments exact from
that he had never heard of themdividuals. Related to
this intervention, the U.S. delegation provided all 35 citizens who attempt merely to know and act upon
"1 have the question: why has Mykola Horbal, the participants with an additional list of 15 writers their cultural and other human rights."
The United Kingdom made a strong speech against
Ukrainian, been imprisoned for 13 years? is it because imprisoned in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Moon made a final statement on Novem– jamming of broadcasts, and Prof. Jaroslav Pelikan's
he once wrote a poem to honor Ukrainian minstrels
statement
discussed the need for research on the
ber
14,
raising
the
case
of
Hungarian
writer
who were executed in the 1930s for playing the
history of immigration to the United States and its
bandura? These minstrels were old men who accom– Geza Szocs, and William Jay Smith raised the case of
panied their ancient instruments with songs ceiebrat– Guyla Hives and expanded on the issue of the counterpart, emigration from Europe. Within this
Hungarian minority in Rumania. Mr. Moon then ex– context he discussed the need for free and unrestricted
ing their own, distinctive culture."
Mr. Moon then went on to ask why Gunnars panded on this topic and asked the Soviets to "clean access to library archives and decried some countries'
the
allegedly polluted air waves" by speaking on them "cultural amnesia."
Freimanis, the Latvian poet, is imprisoned, why
He said, "What is needed is solid scholarly research
Gintautas lesmantis, a Lithuanian poet, and Joseph and to "shut down your jamming equipment while you
speak." He made many other important points in this into the history of immigration... Such study must be a
Berenstein, a teacher of Hebrew, are incarcerated,
eloquent speech. Making a comment about the feeling task of cooperation between scholars in the countries
rated.
of some in his delegation that issues which he was from which they came and scholars in the countries to
"And last, 1 have a question about the Ukrainian
raising were too sensitive for this forum, he said, "1
poet v"asyl Stus, who died in prison only two months believe - if we are speaking as writers, that is to say, which they came, it ought not to be unimportant to the
ago. Please notice, he is one of four members of men of conscience — that no issue can be too sensitive. understanding of the countries of origin to inquire why
Helsinki monitoring groups in the USSR who have Our work by its nature deals always with sensitive and how they managed to lose such a significant,
dynamic and promising portion of their population.
died in the last 18 months. This man's death'touches ' issues. We are the nerve ends of our cultures."
Comparative immigration history can only be done by
me. vasyl Stus was my age, he wrote about his
And then he closed with the following statement: open and common access to the archival material, the
homeland as 1 write about mine, in this lovely singer І
libraries and other data bases on both sides."
see myself, in him 1 see, but for the chance of birth, all "Some of you have thought that this forum was not the
in a few weeks, when all documentation is made
place to bring forth the issue of imperiled minorities
of us writers here.
"And so 1 ask this question: as we work here as and imprisoned writers. But, you have allowed me my available, it will be interesting to see the proposals
which
were put forth by the West.
voice
and
1
thank
you.
And
1
also
name
a
last
request;
writers, critics and publishers, is it not proper to keep
The World Congress of Free Ukrainians Human
in our hearts those colleagues who cannot be here? it is this: take home with vou the names of our
vasyl Stus wrote these words:
A shadow trumpets above me,
A shadow fills my every step
U.S. Ambassador Walter Stoessel: "... the role of the individual
Hide within the horizon's oboes
and his human rights is the validating factor for the entire CSCE
And whisper, 'l am still alive.' "
in reaction, a Soviet delegate criticized Mr. Moon
process."
for his interest inUkrainiansand other East Europeans
and not his own American indians, and concluded by
colleagues whose voices are silenced. Speak their Rights Commission did not send a representative to
accusing the United States of "disinformation."
British delegate Francis King, in reaction to the names in your writers' organizations, speak them to Budapest, it provided all Western signatories with
Soviet reply, stated that the usual Soviet response to the press, speak them to your students. Please do not extensive documentation on cultural and national
the charge of unjust imprisonment is that these writers be like those writers of another time who tell us now: '1 dissent in Ukraine, Russification policies and their
had breached the criminal code. Mr. King then could do nothing about Auschwitz. 1 could do nothing effect on Ukrainian culture, victims of cultural
pointedly asked the Soviet delegate why there is such a about Buchenwald because 1 did not know.' Fellow repressions, destruction of Ukrainian historic and
writers, you know the names. І hope that very cultural monuments, and damage, destruction and
high proportion of criminality among Soviet writers.
knowledge - as knowledge did Adam - condemns desecration of churches and religious monuments. The
On November 7, Mr. Moon exercised his you to action."
brief pointed out that all documentation demonstrates
right of reply in response to Soviet intervention
Mr. Moon's statements and his naming of impri– that the government of the USSR has systematically
on behalf of the plight of American indians: soned Soviet writers were supported by a number of implemented discriminatory policies against the
"in answer to Mr. Fedorenko, may 1 suggest Western delegations, including the United Kingdom, national and cultural life of Ukrainians, resulting in
that our mutual suspicions could be resolved in this the Federal Republic of Germany and Norway. the denial of their basic human rights, particularly the
way. The Soviet Writers Union should send a Gunther Gillessen of the FRG raised the plight of .rights to cultural development and practices of a
delegation to visit all American lndian writers who are Yuriy Badzio. and Aase-Marie Nesse of Norway spoke distinctly separate nationality.
imprisoned. 1 do not know of a single incarcerated about the case of lryna Ratushynska.
it is gratifying to see that the West, especially the
writer? whether lndian or not, but if you can find even
There were many more interventions worthy of
U.S. delegates, raised so many pertinent concerns. The
one, 1 will see that your interview with them is comment, such as the one made by U.S. Ambassador
U.S. delegation and Ambassador Stoessel must be
circulated through a major American magazine. And Polansky about elimination of censorship, freedom commended for the forthright way in which they have
then to complete the exchange, we would like to visit from harassment and prosecution by the government, raised human-rights concerns and singled out specific
the following writers who are currently imprisoned or and freedom of movement. One of the last plenary individuals, writers and other cultural figures,
are in special psychiatric hospitals: Nizametdin interventions made by Ambassador Stoessel on imprisoned for exercising their freedom of expression.
Akhmetov. Anatoly Lupynis, Mikhail Meilach, Leo November 14, sums up the various discussions, and The speeches which dealt with the destruction of
Timofeyev and Georgy Feldman."
says. "Culture belongs to our people, it is not the cultural monuments, problems of censorship, the free
On November 11, in the working body on literature, property of governments. The blossoming of indepen– transmission of ideas, jamming, freedom to travel and
the American lndian author made another strong dent culture in Poland today is a lasting legacy of accept invitations, access to research facilities, were, of
statement mentioning the general non-confronta– Solidarity. The sustained and increasing interest of course, equally important, but we strongly support the
tional performance of NATO countries and also Soviet Jews in their culture, despite all obstacles, is U.S. policy of insisting that the role of the individual
naming five additional cases of imprisoned Soviet another example of the importance peoples attach to and his human rights is the validating factor for the
writers, among them !ryna Ratushynska and vasyl their national and ethnic identities. Suffering should entire CSCE process.

The Budapest Cultural...
(Continued from page 7)

Baits,

Ukrainians...
(Continued from page 6)

ex en more frustrating and perplexing is
that this same mistake had already been
made 15 years ago. On November 23,
1970, the same decision was made with a
Lithuanian sailor. Sirr.as Kudirka
jumped from the Soviet fishing ship
Sovietskaya Litva onto a Coast Guard
ship, the vigilant. Mr. Kudirka asked
for asylum in the United States. Subse–
quentely, the Coast Guard officials on
the vigilant were advised by their
superiors to return Mr. Kudirka to the
Soviet ship. Mr. Kudirka was returned.
Back in Soviet-occupied Lithuania,
Mr. Kudirka was accused of treason.
The Soviet judge decided that Mr.
Kudirka committed a dangerous trans–

The UNA:
insurance plus
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gression against the stately going over
to a ship belonging to a foreign govern–
ment. and by that act, Mr. Kudirka had
betrayed the motherland.
The judge sentenced him to 10 years
in a strict-regimen labor camp along
with confiscation of personal property.'
After four years in various labor camps
close to the Urals, Mr. Kudirka was
released from prison as a result of the
continued efforts of Lithuanian Ameri–
cans and others who lobbied (от his
freedom. Reunited with his family, Mr.
Kudirka emigrated from Soviet-occu–
pied Lithuania to the United States.
On November 7 to the House Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle
East, Mr. Kudirka testified to the fact
that there are established Soviet proce–
dures for dealing with attempted defec–
tors.
He stated: "Each ship carries a
manual with specific instructions outlining interrogations and intimidation
procedures to be carried out by the
KGB officer on board. Among these are
instructions on inflicting bodily harm
on the defector which cannot be visually
detected, in these instances the medical
staff of the ship works exclusively under'

the direction of the KGB officer. What–
ever threats or promises were made to
Medvid by Soviet officials, do not
reflect the reality which awaits him."
Mr. Kudirka went on the cite the
cases of three defectors who were tried
for treason and sentenced to 10 years in
a strict-regimen concentration camp.
Mr. Kudirka met all three during his
imprisonment in concentration camp
No. 3 located near the village of Bara–
shevo, Mordovian ASSR.
Given these facts, and knowing the
nature of the Soviet legal system, how
could the U.S. government officials
handling the Medvid case deny due
process to this Ukrainian sailor while he
was on American soil? How could they
ignore the fact that Catholic, Jewish,
Protestant, Russian Orthodox and
other dissidents are languishing in the
Soviet gulags?
One need only use common sense to
see that jumping twice into the Missis–
sippi River during a hurricane is a
desperate cry for freedom, it seems that
these actions'did not speak louder than
any later statements made by Mr.
Medvid after thorough KGB coaching
and intimidation.

A majority of Americans with com–
mon sense understand the meaning of
the statement, made by Mr. Medvid: "1
want to live in an honest country."Thcv
also understand that Myroslav Medvid
will not be able to help his parents while
he is sitting in a concentration camp for
a period of 10 or more years.
Given the latter, what can we do right
now? What needs to be done is to press
for further investigation and dismissal
of State Department, White House and
1NS officials responsible for this bu–
rcaucratic fiasco. There are still many
unanswered questions which the State
Department is deliberately covering up.
We should write to our congressmen і women and senators and voice our
disgust and disappointment in thi
matter. The administration should be
shown that we have not forgotten and
will not forget Kudirka; 1970 - Med–
vid; 1985.
Let us take the example of the Chi–
nese. in the Chinese language the word
tor crisis is the same as the word for
opportunity. The administration has
given us an opportunity to spread the
word of the Baltic and Ukrainian
causes. Lets not pass this up.
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Ukrainian Graduates of Detroit f Windsor honor Ukrainian of the Year
by Stephen M. Wichar Sr.

were offered to Her Majesty, Queen
Elizabeth 11, and President Ronald
Reagan.
After dinner, Mr. Nazark presented
members of the dais and introduced
dignitaries in the audience. Dr. Jaro–
slaw Sawka, current president of the
graduates, provided enlightening remarks as he underlined the goals and
objectives of this professional group.
After this, the emcee called on Stephen
Wichar, chairman of the scholarship
committee, to announce the stipend
winners for the 1985-86 school year.
Mr. Wichar introduced his committee
associates, Sonya Hulyk, Dmytro
Stroicz and Michael Wichorek.
in his opening remarks, Mr. Wichar
emphasized the critical need for profes–
sional and youth involvement in a
gravely divided Ukrainian society. With
this message, he presented nineawardees
to the audience. Each student ap–
proached the dais, introduced him–
self; herself and briefly described educa–
tional pursuits. The scholarship reci–
pients were Christina Maria Andrush–
kiw, Michael John Goshko, Peter
Arthur Demczuk, George John Haidu–
kewych, Sonja Jennie Hryshko, Leo–
nard Paul Kazmerski, Stephen James
Lozinski, Denys Theodore Pryjma,
Phillip Mykola Prince, Paul Yaworsky
and Peter Zura.
After the scholarship awards. Dr.
Serafyn introduced the Ukrainian of the
Year, and the very Rev. Panczuk de–
livered the keynote address, in his talk.
Father Bernard underscored the im–
portant relationship each Ukrainian has

DETROlT - The Ukrainian Gra–
duates of Metropolitan Detroit and
Windsor, Ont., named Peter Stasiw,
principal of the Ukrainian Catholic
immaculate Conception High School
as the 1985 Ukrainian of the Year.
Mr. Stasiw was honored during the
46th anniversary banquet and awards
night on Saturday evening, October 19,
at the international Hilton in Windsor.
For 30 years, the graduates society
has been awarding this title to persons
who have demonstrated dedication and
commitment to Ukrainian, American
and Canadian communities.
The honoree was introduced by the
chairman of the 1985 Ukrainian of the
Year committee. Dr. Alexander
Serafyn. Dr. Paul Dzul and Judge
Harry Momotiuk were also members of
the selection panel.
Mr. Stasiw was born in western
Ukraine, where he attended grammar
school and later completed his se–
condary requirements at the Stryi State
Gymnasium in 1943. He continued his
higher education in Lviv, Hirschberg
Peter Stasiw (left) receives Ukrainian of the Year plaque from Dr. Alexander
and Munich, and received his bacca–
Serafyn.
laureate degree at the University of
in respect to apprising Americans of ' He announced that an extraordinary
Toledo in 1956. He majored in history,
Ukrainian history, religions, culture religious manifestation would take
mathematics and business administra–
and traditions.
place at the Ford Auditorium in downtion.
"The need to Ukrainianize all aspects town Detroit on next December 1.
After coming to America, Mr. Stasiw
After the benediction, Mr. Nazark
of our heritage is a key component in
enrolled at University of Detroit and
alerting non–Ukrainians to our identity thanked all participants and commit–
upon completion received a master of
— and who we are," the priest said, in tees for making the 46th anniversary
arts degree in education and history.
addition to the foregoing, Father Ber– such an outstanding success. Guests
His postgraduate work was done in
nard summarized the plans of the local were invited to remain for ballroom
student guidance, counseling and adMillennium of Christianity Committee. dancing with music by the Barons.
ministration at Wayne State University.
After briefly teaching in Ohio, Mr.
Stasiw accepted a teaching position at
1C High School in Hamtramck, and in
1974 was appointed principal.
One of the Basilian sisters who
submitted a recommendation for the
Ukrainian of the Year stated, "Mr.
Stasiw's dedication, genuine kindness,
constant consideration and cheerfu!–
ness are unique qualities which make
him a very special principal."
During 26 years of loyal service to
teaching, counseling and administra–
tion. Mr. Stasiw has been personally
responsible for affecting countless
Ukrainian youngsters to pursue pro–
fessional careers and, what is more
important, to encourage and retain
some of them for leadership roles in the
Ukrainian community.
it is noteworthy that under Mr.
Stasiw's stewardship. 1CHS continues
to maintain an exclusive status in this
area. l'CHS is well-known among
Greater Detroit's secondary schools,
both private and public, for a consistent
display of high academic performance.
1C graduates, for example, receive more
Scholarship recipients for 1985-86 with Stephen Wichar (at podium) and the very Rev. Bernard Panczuk.
scholarships per capita than any other
high school in Michigan. 1C graduates
have access to all major universities in
America, and 90 percent of the gra–
duates continue with higher education
Mr. Palance said he had wanted to
Poles or Slovaks in the acting business.
by Leon Hordynsky
and seek advanced degrees.
"For some reason, 1 don't know why, act in the role of Taras Bulba, but that
WARREN, Mich. - Jack Palance, they don't tackle the profession. Really, part went to Yul Brynner.
in addition to a successful educa–
The audience at the benefit banquet
tional career, Mr. Stasiw works in close host of ABC's "Believe it Or Not," it's not that bad. it can be fun," he said.
"The Slavic people just stay away was also entertained'by the immaculate
alliance with the parent-teacher associa– encouraged young Ukrainians to enter
tion, and actively plans and gives the acting profession. Speaking to 1,500 from it. l'd like to see more of them," Conception High School Chorus under
the direction of Larysa Stasiw-Hnatiuk.
leadership to many fund-raising events. people at the ninth annual benefit Mr. Palance said.
The actor, whose real name is volo– Lydia Cisaruk played the piano.
He is the proud father of six children, all banquet for the immaculate Concep–
tion
Ukrainian
Catholic
Schools,
Mr.
immaculate Conception Elementary
dymyr Paiahniuk, was born in Hazelof whom are college graduates. Mr.
ton, Pa., where he attended St. Michael^ School pupils Walter Stepniowski and
Stasiw is an active member of the Palance said, "it can be' fun."
Lydia Kossak presented Mr. Palance
The benefit banquet occurred on Church.
Michigan and national associations of
He said that his father prodded him with an album containing pictures of
secondary school principals and the Sunday, October 13, at the Ukrainian
Catholic Association of Secondary Cultural Center here. According to the to act in church plays, and it was at this the guest speaker's last visit to the
Rev. Bernard Panczuk, 565,000 was Ukrainian church, Mr. Palance said, Detroit area.
Administrators.
immaculate Conception High School
Gregory Nazark, who served as the raised for the elementary and secondary that he was inspired to take up acting as
Homecoming Queen Marta Stefaniuk
a career.
master of ceremonies, welcomed the schools.
The actor began his career in the thanked Mr. Palance for coming to the
Mr. Palance last addressed the annual
audience to the 46th annual awards
night and called on the very Rev. banquet in 1977. Mr. Palance told the theatre in New York, continued it at benefit banquet on behalf of the 400
Bernard Panczuk OSBM. to deliver the audience of parents and school sup– Stanford University in California, and students attending the Ukrainian
schools here.
invocation. Just before dinner, toasts - porters that there are few Ukrainians, went on to act in movies.

Jack Palance appears at high school benefit
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Scholarly society...
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(Continued from page 4)
tion High Hopes," a program which
provides underprivileged childrenn with
free performances in dance, drama
іа and
music;
' Dr. Ailen Riotto Sirey, founder
der of
of
the National Organization of ltalian–
:alian–
American Women and first director
of
:tor of
the !n-Hospital Family Planning; ProPro–
gram, which is part of the city's Mater–
dater–
nal infant Care Project.
' Erwin Steuer, publisher and editor
of Staats-Herold, a German newspaper
;paper
that is the oldest ethnic paper inі New
New
York;
" Dr. Mona Sun, a psychoanalyst,
ialyst.
who is noted for her oil and water
paintings of pandas, including the
the 66foot-by-50 foot "Panda Land" which
hangs in New York City's Metropolitan
olitan
Hospital;
" Dennis Syntilas. a bank manager
nager
who is coordinating plans to establish
ablish
Athens Square, a park to honor' r As–
As–
toria's Greek-American community;
ty;

Humphrey...
(Continued from page 1)
iber
As of Thursday afternoon, December
5, the following were co-sponsors of the
er):
resolution (listed in alphabetical order):
James Abdnor (R-S.D.)
Mark Andrews (R-N.D.)
William L. Armstrong (R-Colo.)
Max Baucus (D-Mont.)
Joseph R. Biden (D-Del.)
David L. Boren (D-Okla.)
Rudy Boschwitz (R-Minn.)
Bill Bradley (D-N.J.)
Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.)
Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz.)
Jeremiah Denton (R-Ala.)
Alan J. Dixon (D-lll.)
John P. East (R-N.C.)
Wendell H. Ford (D-Ky.)
Jake Garn (R-Utah)
Charles E. Grassley (R-lowa)
Tom Harkin (D-lowa)
Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah)
^ 'і-?Л Г:Г v . " ;. І : -': :-SM!:,;:.. ,r. . . r ,
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" Dr. E. Gary Yillanueva. past pre–
sent of the Philippine Medical Associa–
tion of America and founder of its Free
Multiphasic Health Screening Pro–
gram, which serves neighborhoods in
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and
Staten island;
e Dennis Rahim Watson, an actor,
comedian, poet, lecturer and educator
who is the executive director of the
National Black Youth Leadership
Council and advises the Friends of Las
Cohobas and the United Negro College
Fund.
"This is a unique city because more
than 175 groups live in this city," Mayor
Koch said before he left the ceremony,
The mayor had interrupted the awards
ceremony because he had to leave early
to "straighten out" problems which had
arisen during the day.
"There is diversity because the city
wants to remember its ethnicitv ..it's not
,i homogenized (city). Wc don't want
every New Yorker to resemble every
other New Yorker," the mayor noted,
Mayor Koch said it was important

Paula Hawkins (R-Fla.)
Chic Hecht (R-Nev.)
Howell T. Heflin (D-Ala.)
John Heinz (R-Pa.)
Jesse Helms (R-N.C.)
Gordon J. Humphrey (R-N.H.)
John F. Kerry (D-Mass.)
Frank R. Lautenberg (D-N.J.)
Russell B. Long (D-La.)
Mack Mattingly (R-Ga.)
James A. McGlure (R-ldaho)
George J. Mitchell (D-Maine)
Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y.)
Frank H. Murkowski (D-Alaska)
Don Nickles (R-Okla.)
Larry Pressler (R-S.D.)
William Proxmire (D-Wis.)
Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.)
Ar!en Specter (R-Pa.)
Ted Stevens (R-Alaska)
Steven D. Symms (R-ldaho)
Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.)
Malcolm Wallop (R-Wyo.)
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for young people to be aware of their
heritages, to be encouraged to learn
their native languages.
He said the days were gone that
people were ashamed of their heritage
n"H h4d to rhanee in orrler to integrate
and be accepted by society.
"That exists no more. That tension
was imposed by others. That no longer
rules this city, or this country," Mayor
Koch said.
At the end of the presentation cere–
mony. elementary school students of

Public School No. І sang and danced to
the tunes of "it's a Small, Small World"
and "New York, New York."
The Mayor's Ethnic Advisory Coun–
cil serves as a liaison between the city's
ethnic groups and the Mayor's Office, lt
consists of representatives from New
York's major ethnic communities, it
provides outreach to these communities
and serves as an early-warning system
for problems. The Ukrainian commu–
nity is represented on the council by
lhor Dlaboha.

35-country...

for "torpedoing the (concluding) docu–
ment, positively in cold blood."
G.A. lvanov. a Soviet deputy minister
of culture, cited "glaring infringements"
of human rights in the United States,
saying "it does not seem to bother
anyone in the United States that cul–
tural and physical genocide is being
practiced within their borders and tnat
there is racism and anti-Semitism."
The Soviet delegates' responses to
U.S. interventions on human rights was
to claim that they had never heard of the
imprisoned Soviet writers cited in
American statements.

(Continued from page 1)
monuments), performing arts (radio,
ТУ, film); literature; and mutual com–
mon knowledge (cultural heritage,
preservation and respect for culture,
research and libraries).
There were several confrontations
between East and West on humanrights issues such as censorship, free–
dom of movement and freeden of
artistic expression. The Washington
Post quoted U.S. spokesperson Ed
Alexander as saying that the Soviet–
bioc delegations favored a general
concluding document which stated that
endeavors in the arts should "serve the
cause of peace."
The United States delegation, which
spoke forcefully about human rights at
the Ottawa Human Rights Experts
Meeting last summer, received wide
support from Western delegates for
raising both specific and broad humanrights issues.
Among the most forceful statements
were those of William Least HeatMoon, the author of the best-seller
"Blue Highways," who raised the cases
of 15 imprisoned Soviet writers.
Other strong interventions by Ameri–
can "cultural personalities" - who were
meant to have discussions on their work
as well as ways for increasing East-West
cooperation - were made by conserva–
tionist Nancy Coolidge, playwright
Edward Albee, architect Peter Blake,
poet William Jay Smith and sociologist
Nathan Glazer.
At a press conference held after the
conclusion of the forum, the Soviet
delegation attacked the United States,
Britain and other Western governments

Critics contend...
(Continued from page 1)
dark, bushy hair and tanned skin.
Mr. Wyman identified the man in Lt.
Geltz's photo as one of the ship's
personnel, having met the man on the
same night that Mr. Medvid first
attempted to defect. That man was one
of the three Soviets who came searching
for Mr. Medvid.
Mr. Wyman said he felt guilty for not
doing more than he had for Mr. Medvid.
"1 looked into this man, and 1 touched
this man, and this man was scared out of
his wits. 1 mean, you had to see the man
to know what 1 am talking about. The
man took his life in his hands. He took
his dash for freedom, and yet we bring
him to the police and they, in turn, help
the people looking for him, by bringing
him back to the ship," he stated at the
press conference.
in addition to the photograph, and
Mr. Wyman's testimony, there is evi–
dence that normal procedure was not
followed in interrogating Mr. Medvid.
Routine medical tests were not per–
formed, and Soviet personnel were
always present during the questioning.
This, plus the testimony of other
witnesses, has compelled Mr. Kulas,
Mr. Wyman and Orest Baranyk, a
concerned Ukrainian American, to call
for a new Senate hearing and a systema–
tic investigation into the events sur–
rounding Mr. Medvid's attempt to
detect.

Ukrainian students...
(Continued from page 8)

vious attempts at revival.
it was not made clear by conference
organizers exactly which students'
organizations will be eligible to receive
voting privileges in Toronto. Ms.
Dyczok said each "eligible" organiza–
tion would receive five votes plus an
additional vote for every 25 members.
The Federation of Ukrainian Student
Organizations of America (SUSTA)
has ceased to exist, and concern has
been raised in student circles about who
will represent the interests of Ukrai–
nian student clubs in the United States.
The last SUSTA congress was held in
1981.
Ms. Dyczok said she hopes groups of
Ukrainian American students will
organize themselves in time for the
CeSUS conference, "it doesn't matter
to us what the Ukrainian students in the
U.S. call themselves." said Ms. Dyczok.
"They're all very, very welcome to
attend."
At the press conference called by Mr.
Kulas, the lawyer released reports by
two handwriting experts who had
examined samples of Mr. Medvid's
writing. There were three documents
bearing the sailor's handwriting and; or
printing: a note that the sailor had
printed in order to communicate with
Mr. Wyman, the Russian-language
statement signed by Mr. Medvid during
his second interrogation by U.S. offi–
cials (at which time the sailor asserted
that he wanted to return to the USSR)
and an English-language version of that
statement.
The printed note bore the words
"USSR" (to which Mr. Medvid had
pointed and gestured "no") and the
words "policia" and "Novi Orlean" by
which the sailor had communicated to
Mr. Wyman that he wished to be taken
to the New Orleans police.
і The Russian-language statement
signed by Mr. Medvid bore his signa–
ture and the date written in his own
hand, as well as several printed correc–
tions he made to the text of the state–
ment. The English-language statement
bore a signature.
One handwriting expert, Nicholas R.
Burczyk, reported that the note and the
two statements did not bear the handwriting of one and the same person.
Another expert, James L. Hayes, said
the evidence examined by him, due to
the type of entries made and the quality
of the copies, was not enough basis for a
conclusion.
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Translator...
(Continued from page 3)
"We have a certain individual who
jumped a Soviet ship, and maybe you
can help us to communicate with him."
Mrs. Padoch said the man stated.
A three-way hook-up was then set
up between Mrs. Padoch in New York,
and Mr. Medvid and the Border Patrol
agent in New Orleans.
"1 asked him (Mr. Medvid) in Ukrai–
nian, 'Do you understand me.' He was
very happy and replied, 'Yes, 1 under–
stand you very well,' " she said.
Mrs. Padoch recalled, "He asked me
'Can you come here immediately?' He
was very happy that at least someone
understood him."
Mr. Medvid'was asked why he had
jumped ship. "Because 1 want to live in
an honest country," he answered,
according to Mrs. Padoch.
This part of the conversation con–
tinued as follows:
"Are there any particular reasons,"
the agerit asked.
"1 cannot give you all my reasons in a
few minutes, but l'm very much afraid
what will happen to me if 1 go back,"
said Mr. Medvid.
"Any political reasons?" the agent
asked.
"Many, many reasons," Mr. Medvid
answered.
The; conversation then turned to

A look at...
(Continued from page 9)
reviewer make no mention of Redl. A
quick inquiry among Ukrainian Ameri–
cans with Lviv roots also drew a blank.
in a feature article which appeared
recently in The New York Times, Mr.
Szabo told interviewer Richard Gre–
nier: "What drew me to the Redl story
was that Redl didn't like himself. He
was a poor Ukrainian and he wanted to
be an Austrian nobleman. But it's
impossible to change identity! Today
people want to change class, rank, sex,
their face. Plastic surgeons become rich,
it's a real disease."
The Redl affair, whose full details
were never completely revealed, has
fascinated journalists, playwrights and
moviemakers. Among those who have
written about Alfred Redl were Egon
Erwin Kisch. a Prague journalist who
published his findings in 1924 in a book.
"Der Rascndc Reporter;" Stefan Zweig,
who mentions the Redl affair in his
book "The World of Yesterday" in
1943; Robert B. Asprey, who researched
the story and wrote an interpre'tive
biography called "The Panther's Feast"
in 1959, and the British playwright John
Osborne, who used the story as the basis
of his 1966 play "A Patriot for Me." (in
the play's program notes, it is suggested
that Redl was of Jewish origin.)
Mr. Szabo has said he was influenced
most strongly by the atmosphere of
Joseph Roth's famous "Radetzky
March," an Austrian novel chronicling
the last days of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. Possibly because of this, the
spirited music of Johann Strauss the
elder's celebrated "Radetzky March" is
heard over the opening and closing
titles.
"Colonel Redl," starring the brilliant
actor Klaus Maria Brandauer, with
German dialogue and English subtitles,
is rated R (there is some nudity and onscreen sex). The 35mm color film,
almost two and a half hours in length, is
a Hungarian; West German; Austrian
co-production of Mafilm-Objektiv in
collaboration with Manfred Durniok
Production ORF.'ZDF.
The 57th Street Playhouse is on West
57th Street and the Avenue of the
Americas. Show limes may be learned
by calling (212) 581-7360.

discussion about Mr. Medvid"s family
and his occupation on the ship.
During this part of the conversation,
Mrs. Padoch said Mr. Medvid had told
her if she had any problems understand–
ing him, he could also speak in Polish.
This, she pointed out, was very impor–
tant because when Mr. Medvid was
finally interviewed by the State Depart–
ment - four days after he jumped ship
- he was provided with a Russian
interpreter.
The most important part of the
conversation came when the Border
Patrol officer asked Mr. Medvid if he
was seeking political asylum, Mrs.
Padoch emphasized.
"Ask him if he is seeking political
asylum because otherwise 1 can't keep
him here," the agent said to Mrs.
Padoch.
"Do you want to stay here, and are
you asking for political asylum?" Mrs.
Padoch asked Mr. Medvid. The reply
was affirmative.
"The officer asked him the same
question a second time," Mrs. Padoch
recalled, and Mr. Medvid at that point
answered, very impatiently, "yes." He
then stated, "1 am so much, 1 am so
much afraid, what will happen to me."
The officer told Mrs. Padoch to calm
Mr. Medvid down and assure him that
no one would do him any harm. "Nobody will beat him, he can relax and
rest," the officer said, according to Mrs.
Padoch.
At this point, the Ukrainian sailor
became very upset, Mrs. Padoch said,
so much so that he said that he would not
rest, he would not sleep, he would sit in
his chair all night. Again he told her he
was "very much afraid."
The Border Patrol asked Mrs. Pa–
doch if she would be available during
the night or the next day so they could
talk some more. She was told the agents
had to arrest Mr. Medvid and fingerprint him, something that was never
done — a violation of common 1NS
procedure.
Mrs. Padoch said she believed that
the way Mr. Medvid answered the
questions, the fear she detected in his
voice, indicated that he felt the
Soviets were already coming after him.
"He was afraid," she said.
What confounds her most today, she
said, is why the 1NS returned Mr.
Medvid to the ship. Not only was the
sailor asked twice if he was seeking
political asylum, but she herself had
assured the Border Patrol that Mr.
Medvid wanted to stay in this country,
Mrs. Padoch stressed..
"Under every circumstance he want–
ed to stay here. There was no doubt for
me that they would keep him," Mrs. Pa–
doch emphasized.
"1 was absolutely sure (when 1 got off
the phone) that it was not the end of the
investigation," Mrs. Padoch said.
"That's why 1 didn4 leave my house. 1

was going to go to the country, but 1 was
expecting to get a call from the investi–
gator."
That call never came. And its absence
sealed the fate of the young sailor.
"1 couldn't sleep that night, and 1
figured out that it is difficult to help
someone (all the way) from New York.
So 1 decided to call my close friend, Dr.
Alexander Sas-Jaworsky and asked
him if 1 could give the immigration
office his telephone number because 1
wanted to leave for the weekend to go
upstate. My telephone number was dis–
connected there, and somebody had to
help him (Mr. Medvid) with the lan–
guage and eventually take care of the
boy when the 1NS released him." Dr.
Sas-Jaworsky lives approximately 150
miles from New Orleans, Mrs. Padoch
said, and was, therefore, in a better
position to help Mr. Medvid.
"1 told him (Dr. Sas-Jaworsky) a
Ukrainian boy jumped from a ship., but
1 didn't say his name and any other
things. 1 asked him not to speak with
anyone about this and just wait for the
phone call from the 1NS," Mrs. Padoch

Mrs. Padoch pointed out that Mr.
Medvid was scared, and she could not
foresee leaving him alone without
someone to communicate with — hence,
the call to Dr. Sas-Jaworsky. "His fear
was really outrageous, like a wild
animal who is being hunted," she said
of the seaman.
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'Slava GERULAK Liuboslav HUTSAUUK. Olha MARYSCHUK KANDEL. Myron LEvYTSKY. Andrt,
MADAY. Arcadia 0LENSKA PETRYSHYN. lrena TWERD0CHUB, Wolodimira WAS1CZK0.

The Ukrainian Museum
203 Second Avenue
New York, N e w York 10003

Opened from 1 pm - 5 pm
five d a y s a week
( C l o s e d M o n d a y s 4 Tuesdays)

SEefr^fr^s?-s^^
A NEW

UKRAINIAN-ENGLISH
AND

ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN
DICTIONARY

Bonner...
(Continued from page 2)
Bonner was free to travel between
Moscow and the town, relaying the
doctor's messages, but was also exiled
to Gorky in 1984 on charges of slander–
ing the Soviet social and political
system.
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FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
Compiled by W. NlNlOWSKY, Ph.D., M.A. Phil.
Contains: -

Approx. 24,000 words

-

Approx. 120,000 synonyms and phrases

-

Grammatical explanations and examples with all words being accented.

-

Canadian X American words are used in the English section

-

includes the Ukrainian letter " G "

BRITISH INTELLECTUAL

-

Omits russified words

SMEARED 1N 1 9 4 0 - 1 9 4 5

-

Maintains the orthography of H. Holoskevycn

-

contains 722 pages

He was called a Quisling, coward, d 11letante. and Nazi collaborator. Proof of
his innocence was withheld by British
government until 1980. He was Pelham
G. Wodehouse. a famous writer.

-

size Ш x vh for convenience

information

Price -

Paper back Cloth bound -

DUBLIN,

ОНІ0

430І7

S26.95 plus S2.75 postage

ENQUIRE AT YOUR LOCAL UKRAINIAN BOOK STORE OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

UKRAINIAN BOOK STORE

as public service from:

vLESSlANA P.O. Box 422

S19.95 plus 32.75 postage

10215 ,

.

97th Street, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5J 0L5
'—Ф

!
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports for September
RECORDING
TOTALS AS OF AUGUST, 31, 1985

DEPARTMENT
Juv.

Adults

ADD

Totals

19.412

52.225

6,966

78,603

Mortgage Repaid

16,749.54

Certificate Loans Repaid

17,619.05

Total

;

J407.318.iT

1NC0ME FOR SEPTEMBER 1985

GA1NS 1N SEPTEMBER
New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept.

11,128,912.32

D1SBURSEMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER

25

184

TOTALS GA1NS:

288

LOSSES 1N SEPTEMBER
Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Died
:
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance
Cert, terminated

Paid To Or For Members:
Cash Surrenders
Endowment Matured
Death Benefits
interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
indigent Benefits Disbursed

в

Total

145

TOTAL LOSSES:

319

497

J28.335.60
78,269.00
74,446.00
502.57
191.10
665.44
1,350.00

J183.759.71

Operating Expenses:
Real Estate
"Svoboda" Operation
Official Publication - "Svoboda"
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Reward To Branch Organizers
Traveling Expenses - Special Organizers
Lodge Supplies Purchased

J168.285.33
76,902.13
J30.000.00
J875.00
156.89
9,792.50
213.50
4,248.02

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP

Total

J15.286.91

Payroll, insurance And Taxes:
Salaries Of Executive Officers
;
Salaries Of Office Employees
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Taxes - Federal, State and City On Employee Wages
Canadian Corporation Premium Tax

J13.321.67
28,265.17
9,512.35
15,006.88
47.49

Total

J66.153.56

GA1NS 1N SEPTEMBER
Paid up

35

62

7

17

42

79

Extended insurance
TOTAL GA1NS
LOSSES 1N

121

S E P T E M B E R ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Died
Cash surrender
Reinstated
Lapsed
TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL UNA MEMBERSH1P
AS OF SEPTEMBER, 30.1985

-

23

11
1
5
17

30
5
5
63

19.371

52,106

General Expenses:
Bank Charge For Custodian Account
General Office Maintenance
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office

80
6.958

78.435

Walter Sochan
Supreme Secretary

F1NANC1AL DEPARTMENT^
1NC0ME FOR SEPTEMBER

^

DUES FROM MEMBERS
income From "Svoboda" Operation
investment income:
Bonds
Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Stocks
Banks

5209,129.89
76,532.28

Total

J401.079.75

S279.365.75
86,391.34
27,025.43
3,301.84
2,565.93
2,429.46

Refunds:
Taxes - Federal. State Й City On Employee Wages
Taxes - Canadian Witholding S Pension Plan
Taxes Held in Escrow
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Dividends
Bank Charge RT'D
Cash Surrender RT'D
General Office Maintenance RT'D
- insurance Group RT'D
investment Expense RT'D
Telephone RT'D

311.782.84
333.90
1,215.00
603.00
5,750.00
2.50
1,163.46
100.00
13.08
250.00
10.14

Total

J21.223.92

Miscellaneous:
Transfer to Orphans Fund
Profit On Bonds Sold Or Matured
„ Ukrainian Heritage Defense Committee Donations
Sale Of 'Ukrainian Encyclopaedia"

Total
investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold

:

Jl,OOO.OO
6.113.38
5.572.47
942.50

3,985.96
325.83
125.00

Postage

1,390.21

Printing And Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses - General
„

4,239.97
466.90
1,016.81
615.30

Total

112.165.98

Miscellaneous:
Auditing Committee Expense
investment Expense - Mortgages
Youth Sports Activities
Ukrainian Heritage Defense Committee
Taxes Held in Escrow
Accrued interest On Bonds
Donations

J2.731.90
500.00
1,026.63
1,219.43
30.31
4,147.04
3,250.00

Total

J12.905.31

investments:
Bonds
Mortgages
Stock
Certificate Loans

S201,333.00
100,000.00
2,565.93
12,041.30

Total

S315.940.23

Disbursements For September 1985

S881.399.16

BALANCE
ASSETS
Fund:
Cash
Bonds

Stocks
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
Printing Plant S E.D.P.
Equipment
Loan To U.N.U R.C
Total

J659.533.23
39,208,734.00

Life insurance

Emergency

.351,490,849.18
... 1.396,319.68
172,078.08
328,036.63
94,467.36
97.400.91

„
Total

.S53.579.151.84

611,250.16 Accidental D.D.
3,351,502.55
816,408.62
722,110.06
209.613 22
8,000,000.00
J53.579.151.84

Fraternal
Orphans
Old Age Home ,

S13.628.35

, 5372,949.54

LIABILITIES

Utana Diachuk
Supreme Treasurer
(Continued on page 1S)
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UNA Supreme...

the grave of UNA pioneer the Rev.
Nestor Dmytriw; the status of Soyu–
zivka,
which is once again functioning
(Continued from page 5)
under
the interim management of
as well as they could be.
UNA'ers in Canada generally would Walter Kwas (due to the departure of
like to see the UNA establish an office in the previous manager); and changes on
Toronto, and this might help revitalize the editorial staff of The Ukrainian
UNA activity nationwide, according to Weekly.
He also noted that the Svoboda Press
Sen. Yuzyk. He proposed that a build–
ing be purchased by the UNA for this will soon release the 1986 Almanac of
purpose. Mr. Flis replied that laws limit the UNA as well as a book on the
the UNA's investments in Canada, but vinnytsia killings (in both Ukrainian
and English) by Svoboda editor emeri–
that this matter will be studied.
Sen. Yuzyk concluded his remarks by tus Anthony Dragan.
A separate report on the North
reporting on the work of the Civil
Liberties Commission of the Ukrainian American tour of the Australian en–
sembles
was presented by Mrs. Dia–
Canadian Committee and providing an
update on the activity of the Deschenes chuk. The tour was sponsored in the
Commission of inquiry on War Cri– United States by the Ukrainian Na–
tional Association within its fraternal
minals.
Dr. Kuropas, supreme vice-presi– activities p r o g r a m . ^ ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ dent, spoke about his participation in
the UACCouncil convention and his The Medvid
case...
involvement in the Ukrainian Heritage
(Continued from page 6)
Defense Committee. He also spoke cancel each other out, particularly those
about a meeting with officials of the messages delivered to the same nonJustice Department's Office of Special Ukrainian audiences by "competing"
investigations, which he attended as a Ukrainian organizations.
representative of Americans for Human
As far as 1 am concerned, this is the
Rights in Ukraine, and about activities bottom line. Without a plan we can only
in the New Orleans area aimed at drift. With too many plans we may be
securing asylum for Ukrainian sailor cancelling each other out. No organiza–
Myroslav Medvid. Dr. Kuropas had tion, no individual should shy away
been sent to New Orleans by the from the responsibility that says: this
UACCouncil to participate in defense time, we must really pull together to
actions there. Dr. Kuropas stressed that develop a flexible master public rela–
the Medvid case must not be closed and tions and lobbying plan that everybody
that the Ukrainian community must understands. We were lucky with the
continue to demand a full investiga– Medvid case. The time has come to be
tion.
smart, too.
The final report of the meeting was
delivered by the supreme president. Mr.
Flis gave a general overview of UNA
activity, and he began by recounting his
(Continued from page 2)
participation in various UNA and
down its villages and cities.
community events.
We risk to become the shame of the
He also reported that the UNA had
hired a new fraternal activities coordi– entire humanity! Therefore, the board
of
the Lithuanian Youth Association
nator, Mary Ann Sakalosh and that she
had already been introduced to the New emphasizes — on the basis of the
York District at a recent meeting. He Universal Declaration on Human
urged executive committee members to Rights, an ethical document, and guided
work with Ms. Sakalosh, and acquaint by our conscience, let us boldly refuse to
her with UNA matters and with UNA take the military oath and let us not be
activists locally so that she is able to cowardly tools of the occupying power.
As we write these words, we feel that
expand the UNA's fraternal activity.
The supreme president also reported we speak in the name of the hundreds of
on his recent trip to Toronto, where he thousands of murdered outstanding
saw a building that was suggested as the sons of Lithuania — of guerrillas and
deportees, of the heroes of our indepen–
site for the UNA's Canadian office.
Among other matters touched upon dence wars — who represent our youth.
Live, fight, work in such a way, as if
by Mr. Flis were: the concert tour of the
Australian ensembles Tchaika and the fate of our fatherlanddependend on
vou
alone!
Yeselka; the erection of a monument оті
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г-ІЛІЛІлї”ЛЛІЛІЛІЛіЛ ІА !яШАІАШ-і-і-Ш-s 'АШАШАІА'"
WE ARE ACCEPT1NG
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
IN THE WEEKLY
We invite our readers, organizations, businessmen, merchants and individuals
to relay their Christmas greetings in The Ukrainian Weekly. What better way to make
your traditional holiday greetings unique, distinctive and memorable?

RATE: for ads measuring 1 inch by 1 column all larger ads -

Deadlines: December December 15, 1985 (for December 22 issue)
December December 17, 1985 (for January 5 issue)
Send your special Christmas grating, along with the appropriate fee, to:
THE

Jertay City, N J . C 3 0 2

SPECIAL OFFER
for the month of December 1985
- ONLY All three books for

1200.00

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE
ENGLISH EDITION

(Continued f r o m page 14)

CHAlRMAN:
P. Tarnawsky
M. Olszansky
M.Chomanuuk
J. Chopko
R. Tatarskyj

BRANCH:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

231
316
88
283
42

SECRETARY:

Auburn, N.Y.
Passaic, N.Y.

P. Pitner
W. Hawrylak
Stephanie
Hawryluk
G. Hawryszkiw
J. Blycha

0RGAN1ZER:

BRANCH:

Camden, N.J.
Rochester, N. Y.
Kerhonkson, N.Y.

W. Pastuszek
W. Hawrylak
G. Hawryszkiw
R. Tatarskyj
J. Chopko

231
316
283
94
271

Number of New Members for 9 months of 1985
Total Amount of Life insurance in 1985

V O L U M E І (A-F)
First volume of a major work of Ukrainian scholarship in the diaspora. 968 pages containing appro
ximately 2.800 entries, illustrated throughout. Over 450 illustrations in black and white: 5 color
plates. 83 maps. 6 of them in color. Large color fold-out map of Ukraine with 32-page gazetteer bound
'Separately in same binding as book: the two volumes wrapped together
S90.00 t shipping S. handling S4.50 - Total S94.50

UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

V O L U M E 11 -

FIVE BEST IN SEPTEMBER
D1STR1CTS:

Edited by volodymyr Kubiiovyc
The alphabetical, multi-volume Encyclopedia o! Ukraine will be welcome in the home of every Canadian
and American of Ukrainian descent. Based on twenty-live years of preparation by over 100 scholars lrom
around the world, it will provide a first-rate guide to the life and culture of Ukrainians both in Ukraine and
in the diaspora. This maior scholarly project represents a completely revised and updated version of Enlsy–
klopediia ukramoznavslva and has been prepared under the auspices of the Shevchenko Scientific Society
(1955-81). the Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies (1976-811. and the Canadian Foundation lor
Ukrainian Studies (1976-81)

V O L U M E І - S75.00
The first volume: General information, Physical Geography and Natural History. Population.
Ethnography, Ukrainian Language. History of Ukraine, Ukrainian Culture, and Ukrainian
Literature

ORGANIZING DEPARTMENT

Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago, ill.
New York, N.Y.
Syracuse-Utica, N.Y.
Detroit, Mich.

UKRAINIAN WEEKLY

30 Montgomery Street

Refuse to serve...

1.
2.
3.
4
5

S7.00

S5.00 per columnXinch.

MEMBERS:
186
102
82
70
68
MEMBERS:
50
33

YOU CAN OBTA1N BOTH vOLUMES FOR ONLY 1140.00
including
USE TH1S COUPON, PLEASE
To: SVOBODA
30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City. N.J. 07302
І hereby order: a Encyclopedia of Ukraine

26
24
23

1,217
..S4,681,500

Stefan Hawrysz
Supreme Organizer

S90 00
plus postage 4 50

UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
D volume 1 - S75.00
о volume 11 D volume І S 11 - 5140.00

MEMBERS:
64
33
24
21
19

S85.00

The Second volume: Law, The Ukrainian Church, Scholarship. Education and Schools. Libraries.
Archives, and Museums, Book Printing. Publishing and the Press. The Arts. Music and Choreo
graphy. Theater and Cinema, National Economy, Health and Medical Services and Physical
Culture, the Armed forces. Ukrainian Abroad.

a ALL THREE vOLUMES -

585.00

S200.00

Name

No."

City

Street
State

Zip Code

і
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December 11
HACKENSACK, N.J.: Fairleigh
Dickinson University is hosting a
lecture by former Soviet Ambassa–
dor Arkady Shevchenko, the highestranking Soviet official to defect since
World War 11, at the Orrie Nooyer
Auditorium on Hackensack Avenue
here. Admission to the 8 p.m. lecture
is free, but tickets will be required.
For information and tickets, call
(201) 692-2202 or 2203.
December 13
WASH1NGTON: The Washington
Group's annual Christmas Party will
be held at the Skyline Towers, 5601
Seminary Road, Falls Church, va„
in the North Tower Party Room,

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
26th floor. Admission: 515 for nonmembers, 57 for members. Time:
7:30 to midnight. For further infor–
mation call Pat Filipov, (301) 6220838.
December 14
NEW YORK: Branch 104 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America is sponsoring its annual
Andriyivskiy vechir (St. Andrew's
Eve) — a night of fortunetelling and
fun beginning at 9 p.m. at 108 Second
Ave. Admission is 55 and includes a
cold buffet.
UNlONDALE, N.Y.: St. Michael's
Ukrainian Orthodox Center at 236

Fund-raiser for Demjanjuk planned
Zenon Senyk.
Mr. Demjanjuk is in danger of extra–
dition to lsrael for trial on war crimes
charges. The case is being appealed to
the U.S. Supreme Court bv attornev
Mark O'Connor of Buffalo, N.Y.
"However, all these legal actions
are very expensive and it would
f
be a shameful burden if Mr. Demjanjuk
jA benefit drawing withfiveprizes will was deported because he lacked suffi–
further enhance the budget. The first cient funds to defend his legal rights,"
pfjze is a beautiful Ukrainian embroi– said Zenon Bodnarskvj. chairman of the
dered pillow donated by Mr. and Mrs. AHRU branch.

LANCASTER, N.Y. - The Western
New York Branch of Americans for
Human Rights in Ukraine is sponsoring
a fund-raising "Ukrainian Dinner" for
the John Demjanjuk defense fund at the
Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox Hall,
200 Como Park Blvd. Chcektowaga,
N,Y., on Sunday, December 15.

HURl announces summer

program

CAMBR1DGE. Mass. - The Har– nawsky, lour units; "20th Century
vard Ukrainian Summer institute has Ukrainian Literature" - Prof. George
announced its program of courses for Grabowicz - four units; "Ukrainian
1986 as well as a change in the entrance History to 1800" - Dr. Donald
Ostrowski, four units; "Religious issues
requirements.
. As of June 1986, students must be at in Ukrainian History to 1700" - Dr.
Ostrowski, four units.
least 19 years of age or have completed
Tuition scholarships will be available
one year of college in order to be eligible
to individuals who are themselves
for this program.
The Ukrainian Summer institute is members of the Friends of the Harvard
an intensive eight-week academic and Ukrainian Research institute, or those
extracurricular program organized by who join by making a 5200 contribu–
the Harvard Summer School and the tion. Room-and-board fees for 1986are
Ukrainian Research institute of Har– estimated at 5995.
vard University. The 1986 session will
Harvard Summer School catalogues
begin June 23 and run until August 15. and applications will be available in
Participants are required to enroll in February 1986. Prospective applicants
two courses or eight units from among can be put on the mailing^h'st now by
the following: "Beginning Ukrainian" writing to: Harvard Ukrainian Summer
- Luba Dyky, eight units; "inter- institute, 1583 Massachusetts Ave.,
mediate Ukrainian" — Maxim Tar– Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

Young artists to exhibit work
UNlON C1TY, N.J. - The works of
three Ukrainian artists will be featured
at the opening on the Park Theatre
Gallery in Union City, N.J., on Sunday,
December 15.
The artists, Marko Shuhan, Terry
(Taras) Hrechniw and Roman lwa–
siwka, graduates of the School of visual
Arts, will exhibit their works at the
opening reception from 7 to 10 p.m., in
the first of a series of exhibitions by
young artists from the Metropolitan
New York area.

Plan Bahamas trip
PITTSBURGH - ciub suzie-Q,
whose members are mostly Ukrainian
singles, is sponsoring a winter vacation
to the pink coral beaches, crystal clear
water and tropical warmth of Eleuthera
island in the Bahamas. A week's lodg–
ing, February 1-8, in an ocean-view villa
(kitchen included) and round-trip air
fare, Miami-Fleuthera, is 5299.
Anyone interested in going should
contact Bohdan Hodiak, 548 Chatham
Park Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15220;.
(412) 531-3843.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8,1985

Through a cooperative effort with the
Park Theatre, the artists have renovated
an expansive foyer space to showcase
their works. The gallery is part of the
Park Theatre established in 1931 on the
grounds adjacent to the Holy Family
School in Union City, it was originally
built to house the famous religious
production, "The Passion Play." But it
quickly attracted a variety of perfor–
mances. Among these were a traveling
circus, a minstrel show and a barbershop quartet. Most recently the Park
Theatre has become a venue for dance
and performance groups.
The gallery is located at 560 32nd St.,
Union City, N.J., 07087. For more
information please call (201) 865-6980.

Toms River meetings slated
TOMS R I V E R . N.J. - The Ukrai–
nian American Club of Ocean County
meets the second Thursday of each
month (except July-August) in the
Town Hall (lower level meeting room).
33 Washington St visitors are wel–
comc.
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obtained at the door or in advance
from Taissa Bohdanskaat (201)3724410. All proceeds will benefit The
Ukrainian Museum in New York.
Mr. Shevchuk is currently studying
piano under the direction of Samuel
Dilworth-Leslie at Rutgers Univer–
sity, and is a former student of Mrs.
Bohdanska of Newark, N.J.

Newport Road will hold its annual
Christmas Bazaar at 1-6 p.m. Fea–
tured will be "The Ukrainian Kit–
chen" with varenyky, holubtsi and
other traditional Ukrainian foods, as
well as Christmas tree ornaments and
hand-made crafts. For more infor–
mation, contact Lesia Gural at (516) NEW YORK: The verkhovynky
681-6473 or the center at (516) 481- Plast sorority is sponsoring an even–
ing in memory of the late Ukrainian
9560.
poet and dissident Yasyl Stus at the
Ukrainian institute at 2 E. 79th St.
The 5 p.m. program will feature
PHILADELPHIA: The Lisovi lectures on Mr. Stus as a poet by Dr.
Mavky Plast sorority will sponsor its -George Shevelov, Mr. Stus as a
annual Andriyivskiy vechir (St. An– person by Nadia Svitlychny, as well
drew's Eve) — a social evening of as recitation of his poetry by O.
fun, games, and traditional fortune- Kirichenko-Shuhan and members of
telling at 7:30 p.m. in the Ukrainian Lydia Krushelnytsky's Drama
Educational and Cultural Center on Group, with music performed by lhor
700 Cedar Road. For more informa– Sonevytsky. Admission is S5 for
tion call the center at (215) 663-0707. adults, and S3 lor students and senior
citizens.
NEW YORK: Americans for Hu–
man Rights in Ukraine will hold a
panel on Myroslav Medvid's at– EDMONTON: St. viadimir's Ukrai–
tempted defection in order to inform nian Catholic Church is sponsoring a
the public about the latest develop– "Celebration of St. Nicholas" at the
ments in the case. The event, which church hall here. For more informa–
begins at 5 p.m. at the Shevchenko tion call (403) 454-7218.
Scientific Society Building, 63
Fourth Ave. (between Ninth and December 21
10th streets), will also feature the
presentation of awards foroutstand– CH1CAGO: A special concert of
ing accomplishments. Panelists are: Ukrainian Christmas Carols and
lawyers Andrew Fylypovych and New Year greeting .songs (shched–
Paul Kamenar, who worked on the rivky) will be presented at 7 p.m. by
Medvid case; and ihor Olshaniwsky, the 100-voice Diocesan Metropoli–
president of AHRU. Refreshments tan Andrew Sheptytsky Choir of
will be served.
Chicago in St. Joseph's Ukrainian
Catholic Church, 5000 N. CumberDecember 14-15
land Ave. The program is being held
as part of a series of religious activi–
CH1CAGO: The Ukrainian institute ties sponsored by the Chicago Mil–
of Modern Art and Branch 84 of the lennium Committee in commemora–
Ukrainian National Women's League tion of 1.000 years of Ukrainian
of America are sponsoring two lec– Christianity, which will be marked
tures by poet and journalist Marco in 1988. Selections will be by Ukrai–
Carynnyk of Toronto at the institute, nian and non-Ukrainian composers,
2330 W. Chicago Ave. Mr. Caryn– and several songs will be sung in
nyk will discuss the works of famous English for the large number of nonUkrainian filmmaker Oleksander Ukrainian guests expected to attend.
Dovzhenko on Saturday evening at 7 All the selections are to be sung a
p.m., and will present a lecture on the capella, without musical accompani–
Great Famine of 1933 on Sunday at 3 ment.
p.m. For more informatipn call the
The large choir is composed of
institute at (312) 227-5522.
members of choirs from St. Nicholas
CathedraJ, St. Joseph's, Nativity
LOS ANGELES: The Ukrainian Art BvM, SS." volodymyr and Olha, and
Center at 4315 Melrose Ave. will immaculate Conception Ukrainian
hold its sixth annual Holiday Exhibi– Catholic Churches and is directed
tion and Open House this weekend by Julian Pozniak and Juriy
fiom noon to 5 p.m. each day. The Jarymowycz.
open house will feature carolling by
Admission is free. Coffee and cake
members of Plast and SUM-A, a will be served in the church hall after
traditionally decorated Christmas the concert.
tree, and a presentation of a 17th
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
century "vertep,"a traveling puppet
theater. The holiday art exhibition, of Ukrainian community events open
which features works by famous to the public, is a service provided
Ukrainian artists, including the late free of charge by The Weekly to the
Jacques Hnizdovsky and Edward Ukrainian community. To have an
Kozak, among others, will continue event listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
through January 19.
date, time, place, admission, spon–
sor, etc.), along with the phone
December 15
number of a person who may be
reached during daytime hours for
iRviNGTON, N.J.: The Ukrainian additional information to: PRE–
Music institute of America will viEW OF EvENTS, The Ukrainian
present a diploma recital by pianist Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
Roman Shevchuk, who will perform City, N J. 07302.
works by Bach, Haydn, Chopin,
Weber, Ginastera and Ukrainian
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
composers Kos-Anatolsky and Dov– must be received one week before
zhenko. The program begins at 4 desired date of publication. No
p.m. at the Ukrainian Communitv information will be taken over the
Center at 140 Prospect Ave. Accom– phone. Preview items will be
panying the recital is an exhibit of published only once (please note
paintings and graphics by artists D. desired date of publication). All
Hywel, M. Holinaty, R. Kysilewskyj, items are published at the discretion
D. Olshaniwsky, R. Robak-Naydan, of the editorial staff and in accor–
and M. Shramenko. Tickets may be dance with available space.

